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0101
Finished in March of 2014, this Neighborhood Urban Design and Development Plan 

was completed for the Skinker DeBaliviere Neighborhood on behalf of The Skinker 
DeBaliviere Community Council. The Executive Summary provides a brief overview 
of the entire plan document. The Plan contains the details of the planning process; 

final project, policy, and program recommendations; and detailed implementation strategies 
to move the neighborhood into the future with a guiding vision and sound set of strategic 
approaches to development and policy. The Skinker DeBaliviere Neighborhood has a long 
history of success and strength in the diversity and commitment of its residents. Today, it 
possesses great opportunities to advance long-term sustainable goals to create a better 
quality of life for existing residents, business owners, new-comers, and visitors.

01
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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CHAPTER OVERVIEW

This chapter serves as a summary for the entire Skinker 
DeBaliviere Urban Design and Development Plan. It con-
tains brief summaries of each of the following chapters:

Introduction & Process
• Project Inception
• Project Intent & Objectives
• Project Scope
• Study Area
• Project Process

History
• Pre 1900’S
• The Early 1900’S
• The Mid 1900’S
• Today

Today
• Existing Conditions
• Relevant Plans
• Issues & Ideas
• Summary Conclusions
• Planning Assumptions

�e Plan
• Section A: Introduction
• Section B: Neighborhood Systems
• Section C: Development Projects

Implementation
• Section A: Implementation Actions
• Section B: Implementation Tools
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N E I G H B O R H O O D  U R B A N  D E S I G N  &  D E V E L O P M E N T  P L A N

Introduction & Process
PROJECT INCEPTION

In 2012, the Skinker DeBaliviere Community Council 
contracted with H3 Studio to conduct this public plan-
ning process for a Neighborhood Urban Design & De-
velopment Plan. The planning process was initiated 
for a number of reasons. The previous comprehen-
sive neighborhood development plan was completed 
in 1988. Since that time and in more recent decades, 
the Skinker DeBaliviere community has experienced 
significant stabilization and improvement. There are a 
number of planning and development projects in and 
immediately surrounding the neighborhood that will 
have significant impact on the community. As a result, 
this planning process was initiated to position and envi-
sion how the community will continue to evolve over the 
long-term and identify the steps necessary to make that 
vision a reality. 

PROJECT INTENT & OBJECTIVES

The intent of the Urban Design & Development Plan is 
to continue the neighborhoods revitalization to achieve 
the Community Council’s (SDCC) stated long-term goal 
for Skinker DeBaliviere to be an inclusive, cohesive, 
sustainable and vibrant urban community. (ref: RFP)

The objectives of the planning process are to:
• Engage residents and stakeholders
• Build on the SDCC committee’s work such as the 

Identity & Positioning Plan. 
• Identify specific projects and community priorities.
• Provide necessary implementation documentation 

for development partners, funding sources, and the 
community.

• Revitalization to occur over the long-term (20-25 
years) through incremental redevelopment.
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PROJECT SCOPE

The consultant team developed a detailed scope of 
work for the Skinker DeBaliviere Community Council  
that includes the creation of a neighborhood master 
plan to address key economic, social, and environmen-
tal issues. The project team developed a holistic plan 
that identifies catalytic development projects, public 
spaces, streetscape improvements, transit opportuni-
ties,  and  pedestrian and bicycle connections. 

PROJECT PROCESS

This study was divided into five phases of work com-
pleted in roughly seventeen months. The phases are:

• PHASE ONE:
Site Investigation

• PHASE TWO:
Guiding Vision & Livability Principles

• PHASE THREE:
Skinker DeBaliviere Neighborhood Options

• PHASE FOUR:
Skinker DeBaliviere Preferred Plan Option 

• PHASE FIVE:
Final Urban Design & Development Plan 

The planning process was designed for the project team 
to deeply engage with stakeholders (including neigh-
borhood institutions, local business owners, residents, 
and interested parties) and the public at-large through 
community coordinated work-sessions at public meet-
ings, focus groups, online surveys, and physical condi-
tions surveys. Simultaneously, the project team worked 
with the Advisory Committee. The primary engagement 
efforts included four basic types of meetings and inter-
actions, where the team listened to and documented 
issues and ideas from the attendees:

• Public Workshop Charrette
• Stakeholder Interviews
• Advisory Committee Meetings
• Neighborhood Walk/Bike Audit
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N E I G H B O R H O O D  U R B A N  D E S I G N  &  D E V E L O P M E N T  P L A N

EXISTING CONDITIONS

 

S - Skinker MetroLink Station
D - Delmar Loop MetroLink Station
FP-D - Forest Park - DeBaliviere MetroLink Station

STUDY AREA

The study area (shown above) includes the Skinker 
DeBaliviere Neighborhood and some areas immedi-
ately north of Delmar Boulevard. The boundaries are 
Melville Avenue to the west, 1/2 block north of Delmar 
Boulevard including larger portions near the Delmar 
Loop MetroLink Stations, 1/2 block east of DeBaliviere 
Avenue on the east, and Forest Park Parkway and Lin-
dell Boulevard on the south. This area includes several 
significant and distinct areas. The Catlin Tract between 
Lindell Boulevard and Forest Park Parkway has large 
single family residential homes on very large lots. The 
Parkview Neighborhood is also large single family 
homes on large lots with curvilinear streets between 
Melville Avenue and Skinker Boulevard. The Delmar 
Loop extends from the western boundary to the Delmar 
Loop MetroLink Station. And the core of the neighbor-
hood is dense residential housing with both multi-family 

and single-family buildings. There is little change in to-
pography, but the project area does slope downward 
gradually from west to east. Basic details of the project 
area:

•	 Length = 1 1/5 Mile 
•	 Height = 3/5 Mile
•	 Land Area = 429 Acres
•	 Streets Space =  220 Acres
•	 Lots / Parcels = 209 Acres

1 1/5 MILE (6,306 FEET)

S

D

FP-D
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History
The Skinker DeBaliviere Neighborhood is a great histor-
ic neighborhood in St. Louis with a complex history that 
is closely tied to major city events, social and demo-
graphic trends, and the strong institutions and commu-
nity members that were active in creating, growing, and 
preserving the character of the neighborhood. Begin-
ning it’s growth and development with the 1904 World’s 
Fair, Skinker DeBaliviere developed as a dense, di-
verse residential community with great amenities such 
as Washington University, Forest Park, and the com-
mercial Corridors of Delmar Boulevard and DeBaliviere 
Avenue. While it experienced the common challenges 
of inner ring neighborhoods, the neighborhood united 
and persevered, and today Skinker DeBaliviere is one 
of the most walkable, diverse, transit-friendly, and de-
sirable communities in St. Louis. 

This chapter is organized into four sections: 

• PRE 1900’S:
Settlement & Partitioning

• THE EARLY 1900’S:
Establishment & Growth

• THE MID 1900’S: 
Urban Renewal, Decline & Redevelopment

• TODAY: 
Reinvestment & Development

Each section in this chapter outlines the progress of the 
community beginning with its establishment through to 
contemporary times. Photographs and maps highlight 
the major morphological changes that came with sig-
nificant developments such as capping the Des Peres 
River, the MetroLink, street closures, and key housing 
developments. 
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N E I G H B O R H O O D  U R B A N  D E S I G N  &  D E V E L O P M E N T  P L A N

Today
Beginning the design process, a full assessment of 
existing conditions of the neighborhood was conduct-
ed to understand the full planning area. Analysis was 
conducted for both the context area and the study area. 
The Context Area is the largest region of interest for the 
project team, where it is important to understand the 
Project Area’s relationship to the broader trends such 
as development patterns, transportation connectivity, 
and future planning proposals. At the Context Scale, 
the team looked into larger physical framework & plan-
ning elements including:

• Street Network & Connections
• Current and Proposed Transit Routes
• Existing Buildings & Development
• Parks & Open Space Network
• Bike Routes & Greenways
• Neighborhoods & Jurisdictional 

Boundaries

The Study Area is the main area of interest for the 
project team, where we seek a more detailed under-
standing of the existing conditions and make detailed 
proposals for the future of the neighborhood. At this 
scale, the team looked into larger physical framework, 
planning elements, and demographics including :

• Zoning & Land Use
• Topography & Blocks
• Neighborhoods & Barriers
• Streets, Circulation & Parking
• Parks, Plazas, Gardens & Landscape
• Building Form & Use
• Building Condition
• Transit & Bike Routes
• TOD Stations & Development 

Opportunities
• Special Use & Historic Districts
• Building Condition & Propensity for 

Change
• Safety & Crime
• Institutions & Redevelopment Areas
• Plans Relevant to the Future Conditions

CONTEXT AREA & STUDY AREA

COMMUNITY EVENT

LUCIER PARK
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ZONING

BLOCK SIZE

CIRCULATION

BUILDING USE

GREENWAYS

PROPENSITY FOR CHANGE

LAND USE

BARRIERS

IMPERVIOUS SURFACE

BUILDING HEIGHT

ENTITIES

CRIME

TOPOGRAPHY

INTERNAL NEIGHBORHOODS

LANDSCAPE & PARKS

TRANSIT

HISTORIC DISTRICTS

REDEVELOPMENT DISTRICTS
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N E I G H B O R H O O D  U R B A N  D E S I G N  &  D E V E L O P M E N T  P L A N

ISSUES & IDEAS

This chapter also explores the ideas and issues that 
were formed to begin driving the development of the 
plan. During the planning process, the project team and 
the community create comprehensive lists of Ideas and 
Issues, as well as drew inspiration for the vision from 
a One Word Card exercise completed by the residents 
and stakeholders. 

A brief summary of the ISSUES includes:

1. Fragmented 
2. Communication, Engagement & 

Inclusiveness 
3. Barriers
4. Connectivity
5. Poor Circulation
6. Intersections Are Dangerous
7. Edges
8. Businesses
9. Grocery Store
10. DeBaliviere Avenue.
11. Parks 
12. Parking 
13. Hamilton School 
14. Crime & Safety
15. Des Peres School

A brief summary of the IDEAS includes:

1. TOD at Delmar and DeBaliviere
2. Businesses to Delmar
3. Green Des Peres
4. Bike Lanes on Skinker
5. Businesses to DeBaliviere 
6. Pedestrian Safety at Intersections
7. Identifiable Street Character for Eastern

Delmar Corridor
8. Parking Standards
9. Dog Park, Improve Lucier Park, Improve 

Connection to Forest Park
10. Green Streets 
11. Internal Communication
12. Infil  and Rehab 
13. Senior Housing / Living
14. Security 
15. Improve McPherson/Laurel Area 
16. Expand the Trolley
17. Parks and Programs for Youth and Seniors
18. Owner Occupancy
19. Partnerships
20. Development Partnerships 

COMPREHENSIVE ISSUES MAP COMPREHENSIVE IDEAS MAP
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“Build upon Skinker 
DeBaliviere’s history, 

revitalization, 
diversity, sense 
of community, 

and unmatched 
neighborhood 
amenities and 

access to transit 
to create the city’s 
premier healthy, 

multi-generational, 
accessible 

community.”

�e Plan
This chapter outlines introduces the plan with the Vi-
sion, Goal, Framework Plan, and final illustrated Plan.

THE VISION

The vision for this area can be described as a vibrant, 
dense urban residential neighborhood with mixed-use 
edges connected to the city through enhanced tran-
sit, safe pedestrian and bike access, and alternative 
modes of transportation. It embraces the diversity of 
people, housing types, transit options, and public spac-
es, creating a community that is family-friendly, multi-
generational, and active with cultural, social, and rec-
reational amenities. The vision embodies a holistically 
sustainable approach to development and quality of life 
in this great urban neighborhood. 

“Build upon Skinker 
DeBaliviere’s history, 

revitalization, 
diversity, sense 
of community, 

and unmatched 
neighborhood 
amenities and 

access to transit 
to create the city’s 
premier healthy, 

multi-generational, 
accessible 

community.”
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N E I G H B O R H O O D  U R B A N  D E S I G N  &  D E V E L O P M E N T  P L A N

COMMUNITY PRIORITIES

Forming a basis for the vision, the following community 
priorities are intended to guide decision making and 
uphold the vision for the area, as the unforeseen 
challenges of implementation unfold:    

1. Continue the ongoing revitalization of Delmar 
Boulevard and DeBaliviere Avenue as  a mixed-
use, urban,  multi-modal corridor.

2. Improve Forest Park Parkway and Skinker 
Boulevard for visual quality, safety, and 
connectivity.

3. Envision Des Peres Avenue, the 4 Corners, and 
Lucier Park as the ‘heart’ of the neighborhood.

4. Incentivize and create new neighborhood 
businesses and services to achieve a mixed-use, 
complete community. 

5. Improve parks, community gardens, and open 
space amenities.

6. Improve safety and visual quality of streets with 
healthy trees, robust native landscapes, improved 
sidewalks.

7. Promote owner occupancy of single family homes 
and responsible management of rental properties.

8. Enhance neighborhood integration, circulation, 
safety, and connectivity for all residents — 
pedestrians, cyclists, drivers, and transit riders.

9. Create a multi-generational neighborhood that 
supports active and independent lifestyle choices 
for all ages. 

10. Retain and continue to attract a diversity of 
residents to ensure an inclusive community.

11. Promote community health, safety, and 
environmental sustainability.

12. Organize for implementation success and 
community empowerment and leadership.
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1. DES PERES AVENUE: Improve pedestrian and 
bike circulation. Improve intersections at four corners 
and Forest Park Parkway.

2. DELMAR - DEBALIVIERE TRANSIT: Integrate 
the Loop Trolley, St. Vincent Greenway, and bike and 
pedestrian infrastructure. Reconnect adjacent neighbor-
hoods to create a confluence along the corrido .

3. EAST LOOP - DEBALIVIERE CORRIDOR: 
Create a vibrant corridor along the with , infill devel-
opment and building rehab that unites adjacent neigh-
borhoods and provides new housing and needed 
amenities. 

4. DELMAR TOD: Create higher density, mixed-use 
development with updated circulation & parking strategy 
adjacent to  Delmar Loop MetroLink Station.

5. WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY NORTH 
CAMPUS: Future development area of WU North 
Campus directly adjacent to MetroLink Station. 

6. DELMAR & DEBALIVIERE METROLINK 
STATIONS: Support development of stations, 
surrounding sites and circulation in correlation with the 
TOD Plan. 

7. LUCIER PARK: Improve appearance and 
function of Lucier Park as a community amenity and 
neighborhood destination. 

8. METRO BUS GARAGE SITE: Redevelop the 
Metro Bus Garage Site into mixed-use housing and 
commercial development that links with the neigh-
borhood fabric and the Loop Trolley corridor.

9. ST. VINCENT GREENWAY: Link adjacent 
neighborhoods to Forest Park easily and safely. 

10. FOREST PARK PARKWAY: Improve 
appearance of north border of the parkway as a major 
entrance and identity piece.

11. SKINKER BOULEVARD: Expand bike and 
pedestrian infrastructure from Delmar Boulevard to 
Washington University. 

12. PEDESTRIAN & VEHICULAR CIRCU-
LATION: Improved circulation and access.

13. EXISTING HOME MAINTENANCE & 
REHAB: Maintain quality and character of neigh-
borhood by preserving and maintaining existing homes.

NEIGHBORHOOD DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK

1

12 12

9
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4
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PLAN
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Neighborhood Systems
The Neighborhood Systems are various categories that  
look at neighborhood-scale urban conditions that im-
pact the health, prosperity, social quality, and livability 
of the neighborhood. The Neighborhood Systems are:

• Housing
• Mobility & Circulation
• Health & Safety
• Public Space & Urban Character
• Economic Development & Prosperity
• Food
• Energy, Air, Water & Landscape
• Arts, Culture & Education
• Waste, Recycling & Composting
• Empowerment, Equity & Diversity

Each Neighborhood System includes an Introduction, 
Goal, Assets, Issues, and Gaps. It also has recommen-
dations that have associated actions, related neighbor-
hood systems, and a priority ranking. The community 
was polled on their priorities and top interests. For the 
priority ranking, 1 is the highest priority and 3 is the 
lowest priority.

Shown here, are the goals for each system. They 
are the guiding principle for the recommendations 
detailed in the Plan chapter. 

Housing

Preserve and maintain historic homes and archi-
tectural fabric of the neighborhood while promoting 
home ownership and responsible renting practices.  
Support and plan for responsible urban residential 
infill that will help enhance neighborhood charac-
ter, maintain and diversify housing type variety and 
promote affordability.

Public Space & Urban Character

Enhance neighborhood parks and open spaces 
to make them beautiful and functional commu-
nity gathering spaces. Enhance the neighborhood 
character and identity with improved entrances and 
edges, and create visible branding and marketing 
of the neighborhood to tout the great characteris-
tics and qualities of Skinker DeBaliviere. 

Energy, Air, Water & Landscape

Advance water quality, conservation, and stormwater 
management at all scales within the neighborhood. 
Support a healthy, robust and diverse landscape 
with special attention to tree maintenance, tree 
canopy cover, and long term reforestation. Improve 
air quality through transportation innovation and a 
healthy landscape. Reduce neighborhood-wide en-
ergy use and promote sustainable energy sources.

Arts, Culture & Education

Build on existing arts, culture, and education ameni-
ties in the neighborhood to create more integrated, 
visible, and cohesive contributions to overall neigh-
borhood culture and character. Expand the relation-
ship of schools and school children with neighbor-
hood residents. Encourage Washington University 
students to be active neighborhood residents. Ad-
vance community arts with programs and events 
with residents, institutions and public spaces.
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N E I G H B O R H O O D  U R B A N  D E S I G N  &  D E V E L O P M E N T  P L A N

Mobility & Circulation

Improve walking and cycling conditions throughout 
the neighborhood for comfort, safety, accessibil-
ity and enjoyment. Balance vehicle circulation and 
parking needs with pedestrian and cyclist safety 
and accessibility. Promote walking and cycling as 
realistic and convenient modes of travel.

Health & Safety

Improve individual and neighborhood health with 
continued programs and events promoting health 
and active living. Reduce crime and increase real 
and perceived safety in the neighborhood, particu-
larly along its edges. Promote MetroLink and Me-
troBus as safe and convenient travel options by 
improving pedestrian and bicycle access and in-
creasing safety around the stops and stations.

Economic Development & 
Prosperity

Stabilize and increase housing and property val-
ues by promoting infill and reducing vacancy. Sup-
port the physical and economic redevelopment of 
the Delmar East Loop and DeBaliviere Avenue as 
mixed-use corridors because they have the poten-
tial to greatly serve residents while creating vibrant 
and attractive new neighborhood edges. Support 
small scale retail and commercial infill within the 
neighborhood at select locations.

Food

Improve access to healthy, local, and affordable 
food choices and promote closed loop food pro-
cesses at a neighborhood scale. Expand individual 
and collective participation in growing local food 
and further community knowledge and understand-
ing of healthy eating and cooking options.

Waste, Composting & Recycling

Introduce innovative new programs to reduce 
neighborhood waste, particularly by increasing 
sustainable waste disposal methods such as com-
posting and recycling, both in the individual house-
hold and as a community overall. 

Empowerment, Equity & Diversity

Embrace, celebrate and preserve the diversity of 
the Skinker DeBaliviere neighborhood while im-
proving equal access to affordable housing, trans-
portation, neighborhood amenities. Enhance physi-
cal and social connectivity within the neighborhood. 
Further collaborations with adjacent neighborhoods 
to sustain the long-term success of the area. Em-
power residents, particularly youth and seniors, to 
be active and contributing members of the commu-
nity.
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CITY OF ST. LOUIS SUSTAINABILITY 
INITIATIVES

The City of St. Louis has shown their commitment to 
sustainability though a number of different initiatives. 
In early 2013, the City adopted the City os St. Louis 
Sustainability Plan (CSLSP) and the Mayor created 
the Mayor’s Sustainability Action Agenda identifying 
29 items to be implemented in the next 5 years. In 
2013, the City piloted the Sustainable Neighborhood’s 
Initiative with Sustainable Neighborhood Toolkit. 

The triple-bottom-line approach to sustainability has 
been the guiding approach to all of the City’s work and 
it frames this plan as well. The triple bottom line refers 
to the concept of the Three E’s: Environment, Equity, 
and Economics, as being interrelated in their success 
and failure. This approach acknowledges that these 
three pillars of sustainability are equal in their impact 
in allowing current generations to meet their needs 
while protecting the ability of future generations to 
do the same. Ideally, each action, project, or policy 
in a triple bottom line plan should positively impact 
the environment, the economy, and social equity. In 
practical terms, achieving triple-bottom-line success 
means finding the optimal balance of economic health, 
social equity, and environmental stewardship.

The CSLSP is an overarching framework of sustainability 
opportunities rather than a specific prescribed method 
of action. It is organized by seven broad Functional 
Categories which organize ideas by leading principle or 
component. There is often mutual overlap and benefit
among the ideas, showing that the triple bottom line 
approach is at work all the way down to the strategy 
level. 

Under each of these categories is a number of objectives 
with corresponding strategies. The Skinker DeBaliviere 
Neighborhood Systems are derived from some of these 
objectives and are calibrated to the specific conditions, 
needs, and vision of Skinker DeBaliviere. Neighborhood 
systems are detailed in Chapter 6 Neighborhood 
Systems. 

Urban Character, Vitality & Ecology

Arts, Culture & Innovation

Empowerment, Diversity & Equity

Health, Well-Being & Safety

Infrastructure, Facilities & Transportation

Education, Training & Leadership

Prosperity, Opportunity & Employment

CSLSP Functional Categories: 

Objectives 
(CSLSP)

Strategies 
(CSLSP)

Goal & 
Recommendations
(Specific to Skinker
DeBaliviere Neighborhood)

Actions
(Included in 
implementation plan)

= Neighborhood Systems
(Skinker DeBaliviere 
Neighborhood)
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N E I G H B O R H O O D  U R B A N  D E S I G N  &  D E V E L O P M E N T  P L A N

Development Projects
The physical projects of the plan are organized into 6 Development Project Areas. These areas have related specific
projects that together build the vision for the neighborhood. 

Each Development Project Area has an Introduction and a set of Urban Design and Development Recommenda-
tions. These recommendations  are developed from consensus issues and ideas for the area. They are  described 
and illustrated with plans, sections, and renderings in each section. 

1. Neighborhood Core
The most developed and established historic, 
residential core of Skinker DeBaliviere

2. Neighborhood Center
The new seam of the neighborhood and a 
rejuvenated, central community park.

3. Neighborhood Edges – 
    Delmar TOD

A vibrant, multi-use district surrounding the Delmar 
MetroLink Station.

4. Neighborhood Edges – 
    DeBaliviere Avenue 

A stabilized, densified mixed-use corridor serving
as a daily use area for Skinker DeBaliviere and 
adjacent neighborhoods.

5. Neighborhood Edges – 
    Forest Park Parkway

A new front – presenting a positive image and 
identity – for Skinker DeBaliviere.

6. Neighborhood Edges – 
    Skinker Boulevard

A bike and pedestrian friendly corridor and 
entrance to Skinker DeBaliviere.
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NEIGHBORHOOD CORE

Urban Design, Development & 
Management Recommendations

The residential core is a strong, stable and historic area 
with identifiable urban characteristics and does not 
require major redevelopment. The assets can be en-
hanced and the issues can be addressed through tac-
tical urban design interventions; select and contextual 
development; and further programming, management 
and participation to advance the neighborhood and build 
upon the positive characteristics that it already has. The 
following recommendations build upon the consensus 
assets and issues as identified through the planning pro-
cess. Each recommendation outlines the assets and is-
sues and then gives detailed actions and partners to 
implement them. The recommendations are: 

1. Preserve Housing, Redevelop Vacant 
Properties, and Build Neighborhood 
Character & Identity

2. Stabilize  & Improve Housing & Property 
Values

3. Preserve, Maintain & Diversify a 
Sustainable Streetscape

4. Provide Housing, Transportation & Social 
Programs for Seniors & Youth

5. Improve Sidewalks & Bike Paths for Safety 
& Comfort
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NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER

Urban Design & Development 
Recommendations

The design and development recommendations were 
developed from the consensus ideas and issues about 
how Des Peres Avenue and Lucier Park together with 
the connecting streets and other public spaces. Fa-
cilities could be transformed to serve as the improved 
and more pedestrian friendly community center of the 
neighborhood and as a significant connector to the Del-
mar Loop, Delmar Loop MetroLink Station, and to For-
est Park. The recommendations are: 

1. Create a Greenway on Des Peres Avenue

2. Improve Pedestrian & Cyclist Connection 
of Des Peres Avenue to Delmar Blvd.

3. Improve 4 Corners as the Central 
Gathering Space of the Neighborhood

4. Improve the Intersection of Des Peres 
Avenue and Forest Park Parkway

5. Improve Kingsbury Ave. for Improved 
Access to Lucier Park & 4 Corners

6. Redesign Lucier Park for Improved 
Visibility, Access & Enhanced 
Programming
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NEIGHBORHOOD EDGES -
DELMAR EAST LOOP

Urban Design & Development 
Recommendations

The design and development recommendations were 
developed from the three existing plans for the East 
Loop and the consensus ideas and issues about how 
the Delmar East Loop can better serve the Skinker 
DeBaliviere and West End neighborhoods. The rec-
ommendations seek to create an East Loop that is a 
vibrant and prosperous entrance to the neighborhood 
that serves the daily needs of the residents and visitors 
to the Loop. The Delmar Loop MetroLink Station serves 
a central role in creating this new street and is poised to 
serve a critical role in the new identity of the East Loop. 
The recommendations include:

1. Create a Distinctive District Around the 
Delmar MetroLink Station

2. Increase Visibility, Identity, & Access to 
Delmar MetroLink Station

3. Improve Loop Trolley & MetroBus Transfer 
at the Delmar MetroLink Station

4. Infill Delmar Boulevard with New Mixed-
Use Development

For the Delmar Loop MetroLink Station Area, the plan 
proposes three options which all achieve urban design 
and development recommendation number one. Option 
One: Infill maintains the existing street configuration
and infills vacant parcels with new development around 
the station. Option Two: Reconfigure + Redevelop A 
and Option Three: Reconfig re + Redevelop B are two 
options for reconfiguring the streets around the station 
and redeveloping the available parcels with mixed-use 
buildings and accompanying structured parking.

Urban Design & Development 
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NEIGHBORHOOD EDGES - 
DEBALIVIERE AVENUE

Urban Design & Development 
Recommendations

The urban design and development recommendations 
for DeBaliviere Avenue build on the existing transit and 
development plans (St. Vincent Greenway, Loop Trolley, 
TOD Station Area Plan, etc.) and the consensus ideas 
and issues generated during the planning process. The 
recommendations are:

1. Create Identifiable OD & Improve Access 
to Forest Park-DeBaliviere MetroLink 
Station and Loop Trolley

2. Redevelop Existing Retail into Urban, 
Mixed-Use Development

3. Create a New Streetscape for Improved 
Walkability & Bikeability

4. Redevelop the Metro Garage Site with 
Residential & Mixed-Use

For the Metro Garage Site, the plan proposes two op-
tions which both achieve urban design and develop-
ment recommendation number four. Option One: Resi-
dential, is majority residential redevelopment with all 
residential fronting Delmar Boulevard and small scale 
commercial on DeBaliviere Avenue. Option Two: Resi-
dential + Mixed-Use has a nearly equal mix of resi-
dential and commercial development, with larger scale 
commercial-mixed-use near the corner of Delmar and 
DeBaliviere with surface parking behind. 

Urban Design & Development 
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NEIGHBORHOOD EDGES -
FOREST PARK PARKWAY

Urban Design & Development 
Recommendations

The urban design and development recommendations 
seek to re-imagine Forest Park Parkway as a safe and 
beautiful new front of the neighborhood that presents a 
positive image of Skinker DeBaliviere. They were de-
veloped from the consensus ideas and issues during 
the planning process. The recommendations are: 

1. Redesign the Parkway as a Signature 
Front Door to the Neighborhood

2. Shield the View of Neighborhood Service 
Areas from the Parkway

3. Create Safe & Beautiful Gateways at 
Skinker Boulevard, Des Peres Avenue, & 
DeBaliviere Avenue

4. Improve Pedestrian & Bike Access Across 
the Parkway at Des Peres Avenue

Urban Design & Development 
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NEIGHBORHOOD EDGES - 
SKINKER BOULEVARD

Urban Design & Development 
Recommendations

The urban design and development principles seek to 
re-imagine Skinker Boulevard as a safe multi-modal 
corridor that presents a positive image of Skinker De-
Baliviere while accommodating all users and preserv-
ing the entrances and exists to the neighborhood. They 
were developed from the consensus ideas and issues 
during the planning process. The recommendations 
are:

1. Enhance Pedestrian & Bicycle Comfort & 
Safety

2. Preserve Vehicular Flow & Access to the 
Neighborhood

3. Improve Operations of Traffic Signals &
Crosswalks

4. Preserve & Enhance Existing Street Trees & 
Landscape

The plan proposes two options which both achieve the 
urban design and development recommendations. Op-
tion One: Multi-use Path, is less extensive and cre-
ates new pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure on only 
the west side of the street. Option Two: Multi-use Path 
+ Bike Path is more extensive and accommodates pe-
destrians and bicycles on both sides of the street.

Urban Design & Development 
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Implementation
The successful implementation of this plan is depen-
dant upon a combination of private development and 
focused public investment. Skinker DeBaliviere has a 
strong history of collaborating with neighbors, inves-
tors, and the City of St. Louis to move forward on key 
projects. This implementation strategy is based on se-
quence of projects which will strategically build upon 
one another to continue revitalization and leverage re-
development. The strategy also accounts for the priori-
ties identified by the residents and advisory committee. 
Contained in this section, the implementation strategy 
consists of four phased timeline which will result in a 
vibrant, holistic, and sustainable urban neighborhood, 
structured with historic architecture at the core of excit-
ing mixed-use edges that serve the residents and are a 
destination for all the surrounding communities. 

This chapter is organized into 2 sections: 

SECTION A:
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIONS
• Ongoing & Immediate Recommendations
• High-Priority Recommendations:
• Years 0 to 5
• Medium-Priority Recommendations:
• Years 6 to 10
• Long-Term Priority Recommendations: 

Year 10+

SECTION B:
IMPLEMENTATION TOOLS
• Plan Adoption
• Marketing, Branding & Neighborhood 

Identity 
• Zoning & Regulatory Controls
• Funding Mechanisms
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SECTION A:
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIONS 

Ongoing & Immediate 
Recommendations

These ongoing policies, programs, and projects are im-
mediately achievable and are already in progress or 
slated to begin in 2014. They will be the foundation for 
future implementation projects, catalyze further devel-
opment, and be visible physical transformations bring-
ing progress to the neighborhood. 

Policies & Programs:
1. Achieve adoption of the Neighborhood Plan by the 

City of St. Louis Planning Commission. 

2. Support the jurisdictional and functional entities 
that implement public space projects including the 
East Loop CID. Promote commercial redevelop-
ment and public space development.

3. Support the ongoing implementation of the Loop 
Trolley and St. Vincent’s Greenway. 

4. Create a plan to review the Skinker DeBaliviere 
Neighborhood Urban Design & Development Plan 
Implementation Chapter each 5 years to realign 
priority programs, policies, and projects. 

5. Continue to use the branding and marketing pro-
cess to promote the neighborhood. 

Development Projects:

Neighborhood Edges: Skinker Boulevard
6. Support the implementation of new pedestrian 

lighting on Skinker Boulevard. 

Neighborhood Edges: Delmar East Loop
7. Support the reconfiguration of the Delmar Loop

MetroLink station with the old Wabash Station 
building as its new entrance.
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High Priority Recommendations
Years 0-5

The short term projects scheduled to be implemented 
within 5 years  are smaller scale attainable projects that 
will create significant momentum and positive change 
in the neighborhood. They are projects, programs, and 
policies that the community has indicated are high pri-
ority. 

Policies & Programs:
1. Stabilize & Improve Housing & Property Values.

2. Create a comprehensive neighborhood reforesta-
tion plan with supportive events and programs to 
build commitment, ongoing interest, participation, 
and dedication. 

3. Create a rain barrel supply and education pro-
gram supported by water conservation and reuse 
education.

4. Support, attract, and develop programs that assist 
with home and yard maintenance with particular 
attention to aging and lower-income residents.

5. Continue and expand home weatherization educa-
tion and assistance programs.

6. Create more programs to increase household, 
business, and overall neighborhood recycling and 
composting.

7. Grow partnerships between neighborhood schools, 
students, Washington University students and 
residents to advance arts and cultural events and 
installations in the neighborhood.

8. Expand neighborhood arts and cultural events.

9. Provide Housing, Transportation and Social Pro-
grams for Seniors & Youth

10. Increase safety and security at MetroLink stations.

Development Projects:

Neighborhood Core
11. Improve all neighborhood entrances and 4 Cor-

ners to create signature gateways that embody 
and showcase the identity of Skinker DeBaliviere.

12. Preserve, Maintain & Diversify a Sustainable 
Streetscape.

13. Redevelop vacant residential properties with new 
housing and promote new housing choices and 
typologies.

Neighborhood Center
14. Create a Greenway on Des Peres Avenue con-

necting Delmar Loop and Forest Park.

15. Improve Pedestrian & Cyclist Connection of Des 
Peres Avenue to Delmar Boulevard.

16. Improve 4 Corners as the Central Gathering 
Space of the Neighborhood

Neighborhood Edges: Skinker Boulevard
17. Enhance Pedestrian & Bicycle Comfort & Safety.

18. Preserve & Enhance Existing Street Trees & 
Landscape.

19. Preserve Vehicular Flow & Access to the Neigh-
borhood.

20. Improve Operations of Traffic Signals & Cros -
walks

17-20
14-16

11-13
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Medium Priority Recommendations
Years 6-10

Medium term projects, programs, and policies are fea-
sible between 6 and 10 years from now because they 
require more coordination, acquiring or amassing par-
cels, likely public/private partnerships, and coordination  
with the City of St. Louis, the Streets Department, and 
MetroLink. They are projects, programs, and policies 
that the community has indicated are secondary priority. 
Priority areas include the Neighborhood Core, Des 
Peres Avenue, East Loop, DeBaliviere Avenue, Forest 
Park Parkway, and Skinker Boulevard. 

Policies & Programs:
1. Create a neighborhood wide composting facility 

and program.

2. Continue and expand programing and events to 
educate and provide resources for sustainable 
energy, air, water, and landscape choices.

3. Implement traffic calming measures to reduce
automobile speed, discourage cut-through traffic,
and increase bicycle and pedestrian safety.

4. Improve bicycle circulation, safety, and special 
events.

5. Support and advocate for improved sidewalks.

Development Projects:

Neighborhood Center
6. Improve the Intersection of Des Peres Avenue and 

Forest Park Parkway.

7. Improve Kingsbury Avenue for Improved Access to 
Lucier Park & 4 Corners.

Neighborhood Edges: East Loop
8. Create a Distinctive District Around the Delmar 

MetroLink Station.

9. Increase Visibility, Identity, & Access to Delmar 
MetroLink Station.

10. Improve Loop Trolley & MetroBus Transfer at the 
Delmar MetroLink Station.

Neighborhood Edges: DeBaliviere Avenue
11. Create a New Streetscape for Improved Walkabil-

ity & Bikeability.

Neighborhood Edges: Forest Park Parkway
12. Redesign the Parkway as a Signature Front Door 

to the Neighborhood.

13. Shield the View of Neighborhood Service Areas 
from the Parkway.

14. Create Safe & Beautiful Gateways at Skinker Bou-
levard & DeBaliviere Avenue.

15. Improve Pedestrian & Bike Access Across the 
Parkway at Des Peres Avenue.

12-15

8-10

11

6

7
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Long-Term Priority 
Recommendations: Years 10+

The final stages of implementation will occur very 
quickly if private redevelopment responds to public in-
vestment in the streetscapes, TOD Development, and 
neighborhood reinvestment. Policies and programs for 
the management, preservation, and advancement of 
the neighborhood core and edges will be key to main-
taining a sustainable future for Skinker DeBaliviere. 

Policies & Programs:

1. Grow relationships with local and St. Louis based 
arts institutions.

2. Educate residents and local developers on historic 
guidelines and historic rehabilitation .

3. Support the future economic, business, and physi-
cal development of DeBaliviere Avenue.

4. Promote and support new business uses at 4 
Corners.

5. Support Individual and Neighborhood Safety and 
security.

6. Create community events and educational pro-
grams to promote healthy and active living.

7. Implement a parking permit program or parking 
management districts.

Development Projects:

Neighborhood Core
8. Preserve Housing, Redevelop Vacant Properties, 

and Build Neighborhood Character & Identity

Neighborhood Center
9. Redesign Lucier Park for Improved Visibility, Ac-

cess & Enhanced Programming 

NeighborhoodEdges: East Loop
10. Infill Delmar Boulevard with New Mixed-Use D -

velopment

Neighborhood Edges: DeBaliviere Avenue
11. Create Identifiable TOD & Improve Access to For-

est Park-DeBaliviere MetroLink Station

12. Redevelop Existing Retail into Urban, Mixed-Use 
Development

13. Redevelop the Metro Garage Site with Residential 
& Mixed-Use

9

10

12

13

11

8
8
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SECTION B:
IMPLEMENTATION TOOLS 

Plan Adoption

To carry the plan forward into implementation, it is the 
goal of the SDCC to get this final neighborhood plan ad-
opted by the City of St. Louis. 

If adopted by the Planning Commission, the plan becomes 
an official amendment to the City of St. Louis Strategic 
Land Use Plan (the City’s Comprehensive Plan). It will be 
referenced by the Planning Commission, Planning and 
Urban Design Agency, and Zoning Section in future plan-
ning and zoning review. This provides an enhanced layer 
of protection and oversight for the neighborhood. Plan 
adoption is a means of both incentivizing future develop-
ment and protecting existing neighborhood resources. 

The plan adoption process for the City of St. Louis is as 
follows:

• The completed Neighborhood Pan is submitted to 
the City of St. Louis Planning and Urban Design 
Agency for review.

• When it is determined that the Neighborhood Plan 
fulfills all of the City requirements, the Plan is su -
mitted to the Planning Commission for review with 
a recommendation for adoption.

• The Planning Commission conducts a public hear-
ing on the Neighborhood Plan at records public 
comments.

• The Planning Commission votes whether or not to 
adopt the Plan.

Marketing, Branding & 
Neighborhood Identity

Skinker DeBaliviere is currently engaged in branding the 
neighborhood with the consultant Jump Co. but the brand 
positioning of the neighborhood was put on hold during 
the completion of the Neighborhood Urban Design and 
Development Plan. Branding should be coordinated as a 
major implementation item of the Plan. Branding is critical 
for marketing the neighborhood to prospective residents, 
home-buyers, business owners, and developers. There 
are a number of issues that should be more strongly re-
flected in any marketing

1. Accessibility to transit… Skinker DeBaliviere is 
the only neighborhood in the region with 3 MetroLink 
Stations and the proposed Loop Trolley.

2. Arts, culture, education and entertainment… 
The Delmar Loop, East Loop, The Pageant, Regional 
Arts Commission, Washington University in St. Louis, 
Schools, Forest Park, etc. are major amenities that 
improve livability.

3. Diversity… Skinker DeBaliviere is one of the few 
neighborhoods in the region that supports a diver-
sity of household types, economic backgrounds, and 
ages. This includes families with school-age children, 
young professionals, college students, working-class 
families, and senior citizens.

4. A record of success… Skinker DeBaliviere 
weathered the storm of urban disinvestment where 
many others have failed, so today the neighborhood 
has a strong social fabric, a committed leadership 
and a distinctive sense of place.

NEWLY DESIGNED NEIGHBORHOOD LOGO
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Zoning & Regulatory Controls

There are various zoning and regulatory controls at work 
in the Skinker DeBaliviere Neighborhood. They include:

• Historic Districts
• Preservation Review Districts
• Zoning Code
• Land Use Code
• Form-Based District (FBD) Recommendations

Local Historic Districts
The Planning Area contains two (2) Certified Local Historic 
Districts
• The Skinker DeBaliviere – Catlin Tract – Parkview Certi-

fied Local Historic District

• The Central West End Certified Local Historic Distric

Preservation Review Districts
• The Planning Area is fully contained within the Ordinance 

66609 Preservation Review District.

• The Preservation Review District requires CRO review of 
all demolition permits.

Proposed Zoning 

• A Single Family
• B Two Family B
• C Multiple Family
• D Multiple Family
• E Multiple Family
• F Neighborhood Commercial
• G Office & Commercia
• H Area Commercial
• I Industrial

No zoning changes are proposed. Please refer to Page 
216 for detailed recommendations.

Proposed Strategic Land Use Plan (SLUP)

• Single Family
• Neighborhood Development Area
• Neighborhood Commercial
• Opportunity Area
• Parks and Recreation
• Institutional Preservation
• Institutional
• No Designation

Please refer to Page 216 for detailed recommendations.

• U City Single Family
• U City High Density 

Residential
• U City Core 

Commercial
• U City Industrial 

Commercial
• U City Public Activity
• U City Unnamed

HISTORIC DISTRICTS

PROPOSED ZONING

PROPOSED STRATEGIC LAND USE PLAN (SLUP)
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Proposed Form-Based District

There are various zoning and regulatory controls at work 
in the Skinker DeBaliviere Neighborhood. They include:
• The proposed form-based district specifies build-

ing height, massing, build-to requirements, and site 
development to promote an urban form that con-
tributes to the character of the neighborhood. 
The proposed form-based district was developed at 
the request of the City of St. Louis as part of the 
Delmar Loop/Forest Park-DeBaliviere TOD Study. 
It consists of:

• A Regulating Plan (Map)
• Building Envelope Standards (Height, Setback, 

etc.)
• Building Development Standards* (signage, 

architectural standards, etc.)
• Use Regulations* (types of uses)

• Along Delmar Boulevard and DeBaliviere Avenue, 
the proposed form-based district overlaps the 
existing Local Historic Districts (map)

• Neighborhood General Type 1
• Neighborhood General Type 3
• Neighborhood Center Type 1
• Boulevard Type 2
• Campus Type

Where the Local Historic Districts and form-based dis-
trict overlap:
• The Local Historic Standards should be revised 

to give preference to the height and massing re-
quirements of the FBD.

• The Architectural and Design Standards of the 
Local Historic Standards should take prece-
dence over the FBD.

• Overlapping Areas

FORM BASED DISTRICT RECOMMENDATIONS

OVERLAPPING AREAS
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Implementation Funding 
Mechanisms

To carry the plan forward into implementation, various 
entities and funding sources will have to collaborate and 
align their resources to move project forward. Key part-
ners in individual projects as shown in the phasing plan 
will be integral to successful implementation.  

Understanding the funding entities, opportunities, and 
possible future sources of private and public funding is 
important because the key projects, improvements, and 
programs in the plan are going to cost a lot of money. It is 
also a possibility that the funding sources for the Skinker 
DeBaliviere Community Council may be changing in the 
future. In coming years, the City of St. Louis is going to be 
changing the way Community Development Block Grant 
funding is distributed and this may alter the amount of 
funds going to the SDCC. The true funding challenge is 
to determine what the best type of redevelopment en-
tity or mechanism to generate some matching funds or 
equivalent. Therefore, it’s important to foster other enti-
ties and partnerships that can help with implementation. 

Existing & Proposed Entities

There are a number of existing and proposed entities - or-
ganizations, partnerships, commercial development enti-
ties, neighborhood development entities, taxing districts 

- that impact the neighborhood. They are illustrated in the 
gray boxes at the right. The following are some key points 
about the existing and proposed entities: 

• There are a number of existing entities with over-
lapping boundaries and different authorities

• There is no distinction between commercial devel-
opment entities and neighborhood development 
entities.

• There is no neighborhood development entity for 
Skinker DeBaliviere with the authority to raise 
revenue.

• The Delmar commercial corridor is treated differ-
ently than the DeBaliviere commercial corridor.

• Due to changing City policies, distribution of 
CDBG is changing and this may effect the SDCC 
in the future (~1/3 of annual budget).

Existing Entities
• Skinker DeBaliviere Community Council (SDCC; 

certified CBDO
• East Loop/Parkview Gardens Special Business 

District
• Loop Trolley Transportation Development 

District (TDD) 
• Skinker DeBaliviere Community Housing 

Corporation (SDCHC; no geographic boundary 
within the City of St. Louis)

SKINKER DEBALIVIERE COMMUNITY COUNCIL

LOOP TROLLEY TRANSPORTATION 
DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

EAST LOOP/PARKVIEW GARDENS 
SPECIAL BUSINESS DISTRICT
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Types of Funding Mechanisms to Consider

Described below are various types of funding mechanisms 
that can work for the Skinker DeBaliviere neighborhood.

1. A Special Assessment District
• A Special Business District (SBD) or Community 

Improvement District (CID)
• Has specified boundaries, authorities, and re-

sponsibilities
• Constitutes an additional tax assessment (prop-

erty tax)
• Guarantees a consistent revenue stream for 

projects and programs

2. Tax Increment Financing (TIF)
• Issues bonds against future incremental tax rev-

enue
• Can fund projects up to a specified dollar amount
• Typically used for infrastructure improvements, 

public improvements, or gap financin
• In this area, most commercial properties along 

Delmar are already part of existing TIFs

3. Grant Funding
• Neighborhood entities can apply for grant fund-

ing from various sources
• Grants are typically for a fixed dollar amount, al-

located to a specific project or program, to be 
completed in a specified timefram

• Grants do not provide ongoing streams of rev-
enue, and grant availability can vary over time

4. Voluntary Donations
• Donation or membership fee-based neighbor-

hood association or friends’ group
• Funding can used for projects and programming
• Funding streams are ongoing, but can vary with 

membership levels

Proposed Entities
• East Loop Community Improvement District 

(CID)
• Skinker DeBaliviere Community Council (SDCC) 

or Skinker DeBaliviere Special Business District 
(SD SBD)

• Loop Trolley Transportation Development 
District (TDD)

EAST LOOP CID

EAST LOOP CID, SDCC, AND LOOP TROLLEY TDD
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INTRODUCTION & PROCESS

Finished in March of 2014, this Neighborhood Urban Design and Development Plan 
was completed for the Skinker DeBaliviere Neighborhood on behalf of The Skinker 
DeBaliviere Community Council. Described in greater detail later on in this document, 
the seventeen (17) month process was intended to look comprehensively at the 

future position, vision and opportunities for the Skinker DeBaliviere Neighborhood, where 
significant stabilization and improvement over the last decades has sparked a number of 
new planning efforts and developments. These efforts will impact the existing neighborhood, 
and the desire of the planning process is to form a collective vision, plan, and set of actions 
to ensure the successful and sustainable future for the community and its residents. It is the 
purpose of this document to articulate the vision developed for this community through the 
public planning process. 
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PROJECT INCEPTION

In 2012, the Skinker DeBaliviere Community Council 
contracted with H3 Studio to conduct this public plan-
ning process for a Neighborhood Urban Design & De-
velopment Plan. The planning process was initiated 
for a number of reasons. The previous comprehen-
sive neighborhood development plan was completed 
in 1988. Since that time and in more recent decades, 
the Skinker DeBaliviere community has experienced 
significant stabilization and improvement. There are a 
number of planning and development projects in and 
immediately surrounding the neighborhood that will 
have significant impact on the community. As a result, 
this planning process was initiated to position and envi-
sion how the community will continue to evolve over the 
long-term and identify the steps necessary to make that 
vision a reality. 

PROJECT SCOPE

The consultant team developed a detailed scope of 
work for the Skinker DeBaliviere Community Council  
that includes the creation of a neighborhood master 
plan to address key economic, social, and environmen-
tal issues. The goal is to develop a holistic plan that 
identifies catalytic development projects, recommends 
re-development projects and new developments, pub-
lic spaces, streetscape improvements, transit opportu-
nities,  and  pedestrian and bicycle connections. Con-

tained herein, this master plan is based on a phased 
development strategy which will identify appropriate de-
velopment areas and types, public realm improvements, 
streetscapes, programs, and policies for the area.

PROJECT INTENT & OBJECTIVES

The intent of the Urban Design & Development Plan is 
to continue the neighborhoods revitalization to achieve 
the Community Council’s (SDCC) stated Long-Term 
Goal for Skinker DeBaliviere to be an inclusive, cohe-
sive, sustainable and vibrant urban community. (ref: 
RFP)

The objectives of the planning process are to:
• Engage residents and stakeholders
• Build on the SDCC committee’s work such as the 

Identity & Positioning Plan. 
• Identify specific projects and community priorities.
• Provide necessary implementation documentation 

for development partners, funding sources, and 
the community.

• Revitalization to occur over the long-term (20-25 
years) through incremental redevelopment.
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PHASE ONE: SITE INVESTIGATION...
Focused primarily on an extensive survey of the entire project area, the team reviewed site history and context, 
relevant planning proposals, demographics, market conditions, circulation, neighborhood form, building conditions, 
typology, materiality, occupancy, landscape, streetscape character, public space, and community assets. The team 
also conducted Stakeholder Focus Group Interviews and a Walkability Audit. 

PHASE TWO: GUIDING VISION & LIVABILITY PRINCIPLES... 
Commenced the initial engagement with the community, the city, and the client. It included individual interviews with 
local stakeholders, work sessions with the client, and advisory committee meetings; whereby the planning consul-
tants identified the primary opportunities and challenges within the area. The first public kick-off meeting was held 
to build support and get feedback on draft vision and livability principles.  

PHASE THREE: SKINKER DEBALIVIERE NEIGHBORHOOD OPTIONS...
Brought design and development options to the advisory committee and the public in engaging charrette work ses-
sions. The team presented a framework and approach to the neighborhood plan with draft focus area concepts and 
strategies. Residents, stakeholders, and the advisory committee provided feedback on the various proposals to 
guide the team toward a preferred development scenario.  

PHASE FOUR: SKINKER DEBALIVIERE PLAN PREFERRED OPTION... 
Condensed the feedback from phase three into a draft preferred option plan with more detailed focus area concepts 
and strategies. The preferred plan option includes further exploration of opportunity sites, public realm improve-
ments, open space design and amenities, and economic development potential. Each focus area maintains a se-
lection of options for development to allow for flexible future options based on market opportunities, neighborhood 
needs, and the progress of future development. The preferred option plan closely integrates the market, develop-
ment, and code recommendations of the Delmar Loop & Forest Park-DeBaliviere TOD Station Area Plan with the 
desires of the neighborhood. The TOD Plan was developed in a community planning process conducted separately 
but concurrently with the Skinker DeBaliviere Neighborhood planning process. 

PHASE FIVE: FINAL URBAN DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT PLAN... 
Concluded the public engagement process with the presentation of the final plan which includes implementation 
strategies. All research, analysis, market information, design options, plan recommendations, master plan, and 
implementation plan was compiled into a final report for public consumption. 
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PROJECT PROCESS

This study was divided into five phases of work complet-
ed in roughly seventeen months. The planning process 
was designed for the project team to deeply engage 
with stakeholders (including neighborhood institutions, 
local business owners, residents, and interested par-
ties) and the public at-large through community coordi-
nated work-sessions at public meetings, focus groups, 
online surveys, and physical conditions surveys. Simul-
taneously, the project team worked with the Advisory 
Committee to determine key assets, issues, and ongo-
ing projects impacting the future development of the 
community. The primary engagement efforts included 
four basic types of meetings and interactions, where 
the team listened to and documented issues and ideas 
from the attendees (photographs of which are shown 
on the opposite page):

1. Public Workshop Charrette: This was an oppor-
tunity for the attendees to work closely with the 
project team documenting their concerns and ideas 
onto maps of the neighborhood. Here, many of the 
issues and ideas were visualized and geographi-
cally located within the neighborhood. 

2. Stakeholder Interviews: These confidential in-
terviews were an opportunity for the project team 
to speak directly with property owners, residents, 
business owners, developers, politicians, and insti-
tutional leaders in order to catalog and define is-
sues and ideas surrounding the area.

3. Advisory Committee Meetings: This was an op-
portunity for the project team to meet with city, key 
land owners, and various other project entities to 
work through any constraints surrounding the proj-
ect area, document areas of concern and opportu-
nities for the project, and provide expert feedback 
on project proposals and overall direction. 

4. Neighborhood Walk/Bike Audit: This exercise 
was an opportunity for residents and volunteers to 
take a detailed walkability and bikeability survey 
of their neighborhood to assess the current issues 
and future needs and desires for walking and biking 
in Skinker DeBaliviere. 

PROJECT SCHEDULE

PHASE 1.0: SITE INVESTIGATION
(October 9, 2012 to November 17, 2012)  

• Field Surveys & Base Maps (Oct. 9-Nov. 17, 
2012)

• Stakeholder Focus Group Interviews (Nov. 12-
17, 2012)

PHASE 2.0: GUIDING VISION & LIVABILITY 
PRINCIPLES
(November 12, 2012 to December 31, 2012)

• Steering Committee Meeting #1 (Nov. 12, 2012)
• Vision & Livability Principles Public Workshop-

Charrette #1 (Nov. 13, 2012) 

PHASE 3.0: SKINKER DEBALIVIERE 
NEIGHBORHOOD OPTIONS
(January 1, 2013 to March 7, 2013)

• Steering Committee Meeting & Work Session 
#2 (Feb. 11, 2013)

• Neighborhood Framework Plan Options Public 
Workshop-Charrette #2 (Feb.13, 2013)

• Walk/Bike Audit (May 18, 2012) 
• Steering Committee Meeting #3 (March 21, 

2013)
• Steering Committee Meeting #4 (July 10, 2013)

(Project paused for work on the Transit Oriented 
Development Plan for the Delmar Loop & Forest Park-
DeBaliviere MetroLink Stations)

PHASE 4.0: SKINKER DEBALIVIERE PLAN 
PREFERRED OPTION
(October 2, 2013 - November 30, 2013)

• Steering Committee Meeting #5 (Oct. 2, 2013)
• Steering Committee Meeting & Work Session 

#6 (Nov. 13, 2013)
• Neighborhood Urban Design & Development 

Plan Public Workshop-Charrette (Nov. 19, 
2013)

PHASE 5.0: FINAL URBAN DESIGN & 
DEVELOPMENT PLAN
(December 1, 2013 - March 1, 2014)

• Final Public Presentation (Feb. 25, 2014)
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1

3

2

4

VISION & LIVABILITY 
PRINCIPLES PUBLIC 

WORKSHOP-
CHARRETTE #1

NEIGHBORHOOD URBAN 
DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT 

PLAN PUBLIC WORKSHOP-
CHARRETTE

NEIGHBORHOOD 
FRAMEWORK PLAN 
OPTIONS PUBLIC 
WORKSHOP-
CHARRETTE #2

DRAFT PLAN PUBLIC
WORKSHOP-CHARRETTE
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6
WALK/BIKE AUDIT

STAKEHOLDER
FOCUS GROUP 
MEETINGS

5FINAL PLAN PUBLIC 
PRESENTATION

STAKEHOLDER FOCUS GROUPS

• Saint Louis Public Schools
• Marketing & Real Estate Group
• Delmar Commercial Group
• Residential & Developers Group
• Parks, Gardens, and Open Space Group

• Aldermen of 26th & 28th Ward
• West End Neighbors
• Metro Saint Louis Transit
• DeBaliviere Place Group
• Washington University in St. Louis
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STUDY AREA

The study area (shown above) includes the Skinker 
DeBaliviere Neighborhood and some areas immedi-
ately north of Delmar Boulevard. The boundaries are 
Melville Avenue to the west, 1/2 block north of Delmar 
Boulevard including larger portions near the Delmar 
Loop MetroLink Stations, 1/2 block east of DeBaliviere 
Avenue on the east, and Forest Park Parkway and Lin-
dell Boulevard on the south. This area includes several 
significant and distinct areas. The Catlin Tract between 
Lindell Boulevard and Forest Park Parkway has large 
single family residential homes on very large lots. The 
Parkview Neighborhood is also large single family 
homes on large lots with curvilinear streets between 
Melville Avenue and Skinker Boulevard. The Delmar 
Loop extends from the western boundary to the Delmar 
Loop MetroLink Station. And the core of the neighbor-
hood is dense residential housing with both multi-family 

EXISTING CONDITIONS

LEGEND

S - Skinker MetroLink Station
D - Delmar Loop MetroLink Station
FP-D - Forest Park - DeBaliviere MetroLink Station

and single-family buildings. There is little change in to-
pography, but the project area does slope downward 
gradually from west to east. Basic details of the project 
area:

•	 Length = 1 1/5 Mile 
•	 Height = 3/5 Mile
•	 Land Area = 429 Acres
•	 Streets Space =  220 Acres
•	 Lots / Parcels = 209 Acres

1 1/5 MILE (6,306 FEET)
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D
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HISTORY

The Skinker DeBaliviere Neighborhood is a great historic neighborhood in St. Louis 
with a complex history that is closely tied to major city events, social and demographic 
trends, and the strong institutions and community members that were active in 
creating, growing, and preserving the character of the neighborhood. Beginning it’s 

growth and development with the 1904 World’s Fair, Skinker DeBaliviere developed as a 
dense, diverse residential community with great amenities such as Washington University, 
Forest Park, and the commercial Corridors of Delmar Boulevard and DeBaliviere Avenue. 
While it experienced the common challenges of inner ring neighborhoods, the neighborhood 
united and persevered, and today Skinker DeBaliviere is one of the most walkable, diverse, 
transit-friendly, and desirable communities in St. Louis. 
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PRE 1900’S
SETTLEMENT & PARTITIONING

The Skinker DeBaliviere Neighborhood had its be-
ginnings in the 1700s when  the area was platted as 
Kingsbury Farm. To the east was the City of St. Louis, 
already well developed up to Kingshighway, the main 
North-South divider between the well-developed city 
and the less developed land belonging to wealthy fami-
lies to the west. 

Kingsbury Farm was bounded by the present Forest 
Park Parkway on the south and Kingsbury Boulevard 
on the north, It stretched from Union Boulevard west-
ward to Hanley Road. Twenty years after the death of 
James W. Kingsbury, in 1873, the land was subdivid-
ed by his two daughters, Mary Virginia, Countess de 
Giverville and Adele L. Waterman. This subdivision was 
known as Kingsbury Place. South of Kingsbury Place 
to Lindell, a portion of the property belonged to Rob-
ert Forsyth, which eventually was possessed by Daniel 
Catlin and became known as the Catlin Tract. North of 
Kingsbury Place up to Delmar Boulevard was the Lar-
kin Deaver Tract. 

Forest Park was created in 1876, along with the des-
ignation of the City - County Limits. The coming 1904 
World’s Fair, to be held in Forest Park, was a great im-
petus for the further development of the neighborhood. 
Washington University moved to it’s current location 
just before the 1904 World’s Fair. 

In 1901, the land of Skinker DeBaliviere came under 
control of the Parkview Realty and Improvement Com-
pany, which was formed to realize a profit from the on-
coming World’s Fair. The land was divided into three ar-
eas, today corresponding to the Catlin Tract, Parkview, 
and Skinker DeBaliviere bounded by Forest Park Park-
way, Skinker Blvd., Delmar Blvd., and DeBaliviere Ave. 
The Catlin tract was leased for the “Pike” amusement 
area of the Fair and, after the fair, became the private 
neighborhood of gracious homes on Lindell Blvd. facing 
Forest Park that we see today.

The area to the north between Forest Park Parkway 
and Delmar Boulevard was leased for storage and con-
struction of temporary hotels, cottages, and restaurants 
to serve the fair. To the disappointment of the Parkview 
Realty and Improvement Company, that land remained 
vacant until after the Exposition’s closing. It is believed 
that the area remained undeveloped for so many years 
because of periodic flooding by the River des Peres.

The third area west of Skinker Blvd.  bounded by Mel-
ville Avenue to the West and Delmar Boulevard on the 
North was considered the most ideal and desirable of 
the three areas. It was platted with curving streets by 
Julius Pitzman in 1905 and construction on large pri-
vate residences began in 1907. 

Because of the perceived desirability of this land, the 
flooding troubles caused by the River Des Peres, and 
the developments of the 1904 World’s Fair, the Skinker 
DeBaliviere Neighborhood developed from west to east, 
unlike most other neighborhoods in St. Louis. 
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THE EARLY 1900’S
ESTABLISHMENT & GROWTH

The majority of platting, development, and construction 
of Parkview and Skinker DeBaliviere occurred between 
1907 and 1925. 

After the platting and beginning developments of 
Parkview to the west of Skinker Boulevard, the rest of 
the neighborhood began to develop rapidly. Just west 
of Skinker, the next area to be platted was Washing-
ton Heights in 1907, which extended east to River Des 
Peres. With rising interests and popularity, Washington 
Heights First Addition was platted in 1909. It reached 
from River Des Peres East to DeBaliviere Avenue, ex-
cept for the area north of McPherson and east of Laurel. 
A portion of this section was developed as an apart-
ment subdivision in 1915, with the name of Washington 
Heights Second Addition, now Kingsbury Square. Thus 
the only unplatted area was that occupied by the street 
car barn and yards at Delmar and DeBaliviere, which 
today is occupied by the Metro Bus Garage. 

As Development continued, sewage and flooding of the 
River Des Peres became and increasing problem. The 
banks of the river were as ‘wide as a street’ and 40 
to 50 feet deep. The water was shallow except during 
spring rains. The banks were treacherous and floo -
ing and sewage were problematic, so in 1930 – 31, the 
river was straightened and buried in a channel below 
what is now Des Peres Avenue. During construction, 

some buildings collapsed because of the unstable soil. 
Others were demolished for safety reasons. Today, the 
properties along Des Peres Avenue still have some soil 
and foundation issues due to the river. 

Schools and churches helped establish a community 
in the new neighborhood. Hamilton Elementary was 
founded in 1914. St. Roch School and Church were 
founded in 1912. Grace Methodist was established in 
1913 and Delmar Baptist was established in 1918. 

Skinker DeBaliviere Neighborhood flourished from the 
1920s through the 1950s with dense single family and 
apartment housing with few vacant lots; vibrant com-
mercial streets; streetcar access; access to Forest 
Park; and an engaged and diverse population.

Multiple modes of transit including walking, streetcar, 
car, bike, bus, and Metrolink made Delmar and De-
Baliviere very accessible.

DeBaliviere Avenue and Delmar Boulevard, edges of 
the neighborhood, have always  been the centers of en-
tertainment, business, and daily community life. Delmar 
and DeBaliviere were vibrant destinations with plenty of 
neighborhood services and entertainment destinations 
such as, the Apollo Theatre, Grocery Stores, the laun-
dromat, bakeries, People’s Clinic, restaurant, tobacco 
shops, florists, and ice cream shops
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THE MID 1900’S
URBAN RENEWAL, DECLINE & REDEVELOPMENT

Similarly to many other urban neighborhoods, Skinker 
DeBaliviere experienced the social and physical chang-
es that accompanied suburban sprawl, the civil rights 
movement, and urban renewal of the mid 1900s. 

During the Second World War and throughout the 
1940s, apartment buildings were mainly owner occu-
pied and well-maintained. After the war, owners began 
moving from their buildings and apartments were sub-
divided because of the housing shortage and rent ceil-
ings. The 1950s brought and increase in population in 
Skinker DeBaliviere and other streetcar suburbs, caus-
ing overcrowding and building deterioration. During this 
time, two neighborhood organizations were formed to 
tackle some of the arising issues, Washington Heights 
Neighbors in 1957 and the Rosedale-Skinker Improve-
ment Association. 

Although a proudly diverse neighborhood, white flight,
red-lining, and declining property values plagued Skink-
er DeBaliviere through the 1960s and 1970s. But the 
neighborhood grew stronger to try to combat these 
issues and Skinker DeBaliviere Community Council 
was formed in 1966. Still, racial tensions and issues of 
safety and traffic prompted the closing of streets and 
use of traffic diverters in the early 1960s. The neigh-
borhood experienced population decline and physical 
deterioration in the 1970s and 1980s. Some areas were 

determined blighted and so various redevelopment 
organizations became active in Skinker DeBaliviere 
Neighborhood to combat the negative threats of blight 
and crime and help preserve the historic character and 
community quality. The neighborhood was designated 
a Local Historic District by the City of St. Louis in 1978, 
and the private subdivision of Parkview is listed in the 
National Register of Historic Places. Various redevel-
opment organizations included the Kingsbury Redevel-
opment Corporation, Pantheon Development Corpora-
tion, West End Townhouse Inc., Westminster Company, 
Parkview Realty & Improvement Company, Jerry King, 
and Skinker DeBaliviere Housing Corp. Today, they 
also include Washington University, Jaffe Group, and 
Marc Gorman. 

Lucier Park was dedicated in 1986, but was originally 
created in 1980 through a city ordinance. It was origi-
nally intended as the site of more residential develop-
ment, but was never developed. It has no buildings that 
face the park and is surrounded by alleys on two sides. 
The park is under the care and purview of the City of 
St. Louis. 

The part of the neighborhood to the west of Des Peres 
Avenue experienced less decline than the areas of the 
neighborhood to the east. 
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TODAY
REINVESTMENT & DEVELOPMENT

Since the late 1980s, Skinker DeBaliviere has experi-
enced steady reinvestment and renewed development. 

The involvement of Washington University in the neigh-
borhood has continued to promise a steady flow of stu-
dents, new graduates, and professors and their families 
into the neighborhood. Washington University has re-
cently been capitalizing on the potential of the neigh-
borhood by investing in property for renting to students. 
They have completed improvements to many apartment 
buildings in the core of the neighborhood, are currently 
doing complete renovations of a large apartment build-
ing on Skinker Boulevard, and are looking at improve-
ments for walking and cycling on Skinker Boulevard. In 
addition, their home buying program encourages fac-
ulty to purchase homes in the neighborhood by offering 
financial incentives.

Homeowners and private developers have also been 
investing in the neighborhood to improve and rehab 
homes and apartment buildings. The housing stock is 
one of the most stable in the city and is continuously 
improving. 

There has been less interest in redeveloping the com-
mercial edges of the neighborhood, but some improve-
ments have still occurred in recent years along Delmar 
Boulevard. The success of the Delmar Loop has been 

slowly moving east of Skinker Blvd. and Delmar be-
tween Skinker and the MetroLink has greatly improved 
between 2000 and today due to some major projects 
including the Moonrise Hotel, the Pageant, and the 
Regional Arts Commission. Development continues to 
march east toward the MetroLink. East of the Metro-
Link, the Delmar corridor changes in character and is 
still blighted in some areas. There has been renovation 
of commercial spaces between Hamilton Avenue and 
Goodfellow Boulevard, which has lead to a new devel-
opment of the Gotham building at the corner of Delmar 
and Hamilton. DeBaliviere Avenue has struggled to re-
tain and attract commercial tenants to the spaces near-
est to the MetroLink Station. 

Over time, transit has become increasingly important to 
the neighborhood. There are three MetroLink stations 
serving the neighborhood along with MetroBus. The 
proposed Loop Trolley is slated to bring investments 
all along it’s corridor from the Loop down to the Mis-
souri History Museum. The St. Vincent Greenway is 
also planned for another phase of construction along 
DeBaliviere Avenue. Recent Transit-Oriented Develop-
ment planning has created suggestions for the Loop 
Trolley corridor along the north and east of the neigh-
borhood, with various options for short, medium and 
long-term investments. 

The neighborhood is progressively stabilizing and re-
vitalizing due to the increase interest and demand for 
walkable, transit friendly neighborhoods that are close 
to amenities, jobs, and schools. 
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TODAY

Skinker DeBaliviere Neighborhood is a unique urban community in St. Louis that is 
strong and stable with historic homes and buildings, strong institutions, and an 
engaged population, even during the urban decline of the 70s, 80s, and 90s. The 
neighborhood has many distinct areas and characters exhibiting various levels 

of success and revitaliza tion. Surrounding neighborhoods are varied and have seen both 
revitaliza tion and decline. Notable successes and amenities include the Delmar Loop on the 
north edge, Forest Park to the south, and Washington University in St. Louis. The neighbor-
hood has recognize d a growing interest in the area with particular development activities 
approaching its edges, so they have the opportunity to outline their ideal future by strength-
ening their assets and building on these renewed interests and development opportunities. 
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REVIEW OF THE EXISTING 
CONDITIONS & URBAN ANALYSIS

The study area is located about six miles from the Mis-
sissippi River, one mile from the Central West End, and 
directly adjacent to Forest Park to the north. It spans 
the St. Louis City-County Line near Skinker Boule-
vard. About ninety percent of the study area is zoned 
as various types of residential including single family, 
multi-family, and two family while the other ten percent 
along the major thoroughfares is zoned commercial 
with some light industrial. The study area has a number 
of positive and some negative assets that should be 
improved to establish a vibrant collective future for the 
neighborhood. 

CONTEXT AREA

The Context Area is the largest region of interest for the 
project team, where it is important to understand the 
Project Area’s relationship to the broader trends such 
as development patterns, transportation connectivity, 
and future planning proposals. This area is roughly 1.9 
miles by 2.2 miles, about 4 square miles (2,560 Acres). 
It is bounded by Page Avenue on the North, Union Blvd. 
on the East, Forest Park on the South, and Big Bend/
Kingsland on the West. It includes specific areas such 
as Forest Park, the Delmar Loop, DeBaliviere Place 
Neighborhood, West End Neighborhood, Parkview 
Gardens, Wellston, and Page Avenue. In addition to re-

viewing plans relevant to the future conditions (shown 
on the following page) at this scale, the team looked 
into larger physical framework & planning elements 
including :

• Street Network & Connections
• Current and Proposed Transit Routes
• Existing Buildings & Development (as shown 

above)
• Parks & Open Space Network (as shown above)
• Bike Routes & Greenways
• Neighborhoods & Jurisdictional Boundaries
• Plans Relevant to the Future Conditions

STUDY AREA

The Study Area is the main area of interest for the proj-
ect team, where we seek a more detailed understand-
ing of the existing conditions and make detailed pro-
posals for the future of the neighborhood. This area is 
roughly 1.2 miles by 0.6 miles, about 3/4 square mile 
(429 Acres). The boundaries are Melville Avenue to 
the west, 1/2 block north of Delmar Boulevard includ-
ing larger portions near the Delmar Loop MetroLink 
Stations, 1/2 block east of DeBaliviere Avenue on the 
east, and Forest Park Parkway and Lindell Boulevard 
on the south. It includes the entire Skinker DeBaliviere 
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Neighborhood and specific areas such as Forest Park, 
the Delmar Loop, and 3 MetroLink Stations: Delmar 
Loop, Forest Park-DeBaliviere, and Skinker. Consid-
ering walkability, it takes about 12 minutes to walk 
north to south through the study area and it takes about 
25 minutes to walk east to west. In addition to reviewing 
plans relevant to the future conditions at this scale, the 
team looked into larger physical framework & planning 
elements including :

• Zoning & Land Use
• Topography & Blocks
• Neighborhoods & Barriers
• Streets, Circulation & Parking
• Parks, Plazas, Gardens & Landscape
• Building Form & Use
• Building Condition
• Transit & Bike Routes
• Special Use & Historic Districts
• Building Condition & Propensity for Change
• Safety & Crime
• Institutions & Redevelopment Areas

The population of Skinker DeBaliviere is approximately 
4,077 residents (2010), creating a population density of 
7,840 residents per square mile or about 10 residents 
per acre. This is very similar to the density of the Cen-
tral West End, which has approximately 7,700 residents 
per square mile, and is nearly twice as dense as Web-
ster Groves, which has 3,898 residents per square mile. 
There are about 2,200 housing units in the neighbor-
hood. About 1,900 are occupied, making the average 
household 2.12 people.  About 250 units are vacant. 

Approximately 2,000 residents are White, 1,500 are Af-
rican American, 350 are Asian, 115 are 2 or more races, 
and 115 are Hispanic or Latino.

The largest age group in the neighborhood is 18 to 45 
years old, accounting for about 2,000 residents. About 
580 residents are under 18 years old, 400 are 45-54 
years old, 550 are 55-64, and 550 are over 65 years old. 
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ANALYSIS & REVIEW SUMMARY

The end of this chapter summarizes a comprehensive 
list of issues and ideas generated by the urban design 
analysis and community input from public meetings and 
stakeholder interviews. In a broader sense, the Skinker 
DeBaliviere Neighborhood is at a crossroads. It has a 
number of positive attributes that make it an attractive 
community now and in the future, but development on 
the edges of the neighborhood is progressing slowly 
and the core residential areas need improvements, a 
clear vision, and a collective plan of action to continue 
to grow positively. 

Some areas of the neighborhood were not considered in 
detail in this planning process because of their mature 
development and relative segregation from the core of 
the Skinker DeBaliviere neighborhood. Parkview, situ-
ated between Skinker Blvd. Melville Avenue, Delmar 

Blvd. and Forest Park Parkway, was developed as a 
private place in 1905. It is on the national register of his-
toric places and is very stable and relatively secluded 
from outside forces. In Parkview, there is a single build-
ing type, the single family home, and there is a high 
level of owner occupancy. Residents were invited to all 
public engagement sessions, but no proposals in this 
plan pertain to Parkview private place.

The Catlin Tract, situated between Lindell Blvd. and 
Forest Park Parkway is similar. It is another private 
neighborhood with large, wide parcels and single fam-
ily homes. The historic area has it’s own board of trust-
ees. Residents were invited to all public engagement 
sessions, no proposals in this plan pertain to private 
property within the Catlin Tract. Only proposed modifi-
cations to the pedestrian bridge over the MetroLink at 
Des Peres Avenue impact the Catlin Tract.
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CONTEXT AREA

BUILT FABRIC & TRANSIT
Buildings and Land Use within the context area include a 
wide range of typologies, uses, and conditions including 
• Mixed-Use
• Light Industrial
• Single Family Residential
• Multi-Family Residential
Within the City of St. Louis, long blocks are oriented 
East-West. Within St. Louis County and University City, 
the block size varies depending on historic district and 
municipalities individual development patterns. 

Major East-West Travel Routes are Forest Park Parkway, 
Delmar Blvd., Lindell Blvd., Olive Blvd., and Page Ave.
Major North-South Travel Routes are Skinker Blvd., 
Union Blvd., and Kingshighway.

Transit modes include:
• MetroLink
• MetroBus
• Proposed Loop Trolley
• Greenways

AMENITIES & JURISDICTIONS
Amenities within the context area include:
• Delmar Loop
• Proposed Loop Trolley & MetroLink
• Parks: Forest, Lucier, Porter, Visitation, Metcalf, 

Eastgate, Ackert,  Olits, Russell, Parkland, Amherst.
• Greenways: Centennial, Ackert Walkway, St.Vincent, 
• Loop Data Rail
• Washington University

Jurisdictions include:
• Neighborhoods: Skinker DeBaliviere, Washington 

University Danforth Campus, Washington Univer-
sity North Campus, Parkview Gardens, West End, 
DeBaliviere Place, Forest Park, Clayton, Visitation 
Park, Central West End, Academy, Kingshighway 
West, Wells Goodfellow, Hamilton Heights, Wellston, 
Pagedale, Ames Place, University City, University 
Heights 1 & 2, and Rosedale Heights

• 26th, 28th, 17th, 18th, & 22nd Wards
• City of St. Louis & St. Louis County

• Institutional
• Transportation 
• Civic
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STUDY AREA

ZONING & LAND USE
Zoning for the Study Area is shown on the top map and in-
cludes the following zoning districts (UC = University City):

A Single-Family Dwelling Dist.
B Two-Family Dwelling Dist.
C Multiple Family Dwelling Dist.
D Multiple Family Dwelling Dist.
E Multiple Family Dwelling Dist.
F Neighborhood Commercial 
District
G Local Commercial & 
Office Distric

Land Use for the Study Area is shown on the bottom map  
and includes the following assessment classifications

Single Family (938 parcels; 65.3%)
Multi Family (108 parcels; 7.5%)
2-4-6 Flats (188 parcels; 13.1%)
Mixed Use (30 parcels; 2.1%)
Institutional (15 parcels; 1.1%)
Vacant Lots (53 parcels; 3.7%)
Vacant Buildings (26 parcels; 1.8%)
Park (11 parcels; 0.7%)

TOPOGRAPHY & BLOCKS
The Study Area is relatively flat which was problematic 
for the River Des Peres. The western area is higher in 
elevation than the eastern area. The land does not dra-
matically drain, so the water often stood. Today, although 
the river is buried beneath Des Peres Avenue, the water 
still causes instability in the soil around the river.

Blocks account for 362 acres of the study area, about 
85%. Typical blocks are long and thin, oriented east-west. 
They are approximately 1,000 ft. long by 300 ft. tall. The 
blocks in the Parkview Area are larger, but have north-
south cut-throughs for pedestrians only. Blocks along Lin-
dell Blvd. are much longer with no connections through 
north-south. Four hundred foot long blocks, or shorter 
ones, are considered ideal for walkability. This means 
that the Skinker DeBaliviere neighborhood is not very 
walkable east-west because the blocks are too long, but 
is more walkable north-south because blocks are shorter 
than 400 feet. The MetroLink cutting diagonally through 
the neighborhood also limits block connectivity with only  
2 streets crossing the MetroLink line within the neighbor-
hood. 

H Area Commercial Dist.
J Industrial District
Single-Family (UC)
High Density Residential
(UC)
Core Commercial (UC)
Industrial Commercial (UC)
Public Activity (UC)
Unnamed (UC)

Neighborhood Commercial
(34 parcels; 2.4%)
Bi-State Dev. Agency
(21 parcels; 1.5%)
Community Garden
(4 parcels; 0.2 %)
Parking
(8 parcels; 0.6%)
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STUDY AREA

NEIGHBORHOODS & BARRIERS
The Skinker DeBaliviere Neighborhood has real and 
perceived barriers on both the interior and exterior. The 
major roads that are barriers into the neighborhood are 
Forest Park Parkway and Delmar Boulevard, which are 
closed off to pedestrian and vehicular through traffic,
and present long, unbroken, unapproachable faces to 
the community. Forest Park Parkway fronts on an alley 
with the backs of houses facing the most highly traveled 
road on the edge of the neighborhood. DeBaliviere Av-
enue also has many closed off  streets allowing only one 
entrance into the neighborhood on Waterman Avenue. 
Skinker Blvd. has the most entrances to the neighbor-
hood, but many streets are one way and because of 
road blockades at Rosedale, traffic cannot flow through 
the neighborhood except on Waterman. The MetroLink 
tracks are also a perceived and real barrier with only 2 
poorly marked crossing points within the neighborhood. 

The historical development of the area created small 
neighborhoods within Skinker DeBaliviere. Shown on the 
map are 6 distinct areas that self identify as smaller, more 
well defined groups and areas within Skinker DeBaliviere 
Neighborhood. They are Parkview, Rosedale, Nina Place, 
Catlin Tract, Washington Heights, and Kingsbury Place.

STREETS, CIRCULATION & 
PARKING
Streets account for 62.5 acres, or 14.75% of the study 
area. The neighborhood is served by alleys as well. Some 
homes have back garages and almost all streets have 
on-street parking. Within the core of the neighborhood, 
there are not large surface parking lots. There are small 
and large surface parking lots clustered along the Del-
mar and DeBaliviere corridors and on Washington Uni-
versity’s Danforth and North Campuses. Surface parking 
lots also serve the Delmar Loop MetroLink Station and 
the Forest Park-DeBaliviere MetroLink Station. Parking 
lots are 29 acres, or 6.8% of the study area. The lack of 
surface parking supports higher building density, active 
streets, slower auto traffic, and less automobile usage.

There are 5 Gateways of the neighborhood at the major 
intersections. In addition, there are 3 entrances to the 
core of the neighborhood and one main thoroughfare, 
Waterman Avenue. Laurel provides another exit-only 
from the neighborhood. Cul-de-sacs and the one-way 
street system cause confusing circulation. Dead ends  
and barriers like those at Rosedale Avenue add to the 
confusion and poor circulation. 
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STUDY AREA

PARKS, PLAZAS, GARDENS, & 
LANDSCAPE
Parks, Plazas & Community Gardens are 12.5 acres, or 
3% of the study area. Three parks are within the study 
area: Lucier Park, Kingsbury Square, and Four Corners. 
Forest Park is one of the major regional attractions in St. 
Louis, but for the Skinker DeBaliviere Neighborhood, it 
is also a park used daily by residents for recreation and 
more. It is accessible by crossing Forest Park Parkway at 
3 points, 2 dangerous intersections, and the pedestrian 
bridge over MetroLink at Des Peres Avenue. 

Lucier Park is the neighborhood park, but it is under-used, 
under programmed, and not well cared for. Kingsbury 
Square is only accessible from DeBaliviere Avenue and 
is almost never used except for residents of Kingsbury 
Place. Two community gardens serve the neighborhood. 

The tree canopy coverage and green space is represented 
on the lower map. The darker green represents heavier 
tree canopy and more green space. The Parkview area 
has very healthy tree canopy as well does Forest Park. 
The north west part of the neighborhood core is the most 
well planted area while the south west and north east are 
the least. The City completed a tree audit of the 28th ward.

BUILDING FORM & USE
Buildings account for 83 acres, or 19.5% of the study 
area. 

Single Family Residential
Multi-Family Residential
Two Family
Commercial

Building scale varies depending on location. The residen-
tial core has a typical building footprint of approximately. 
1,525 sq. ft. Residential building footprints along Lindell 
are approximately. 3,484 sq. ft. Mixed use and commer-
cial building footprint on Delmar and DeBaliviere are 
larger. Between 6,000 and 17,000 sq. ft. The new resi-
dences in Kingsbury Square are approximately. 1,089 sq. 
ft. The MetroBus Garage is approximately. 337,000 sq. ft. 
Variety of building heights create interest and texture in 
the community.

1 Story
2 Story
2.5 Story
3 Story
4+ Story

Mixed Use
Vacant
Transportation
Institutional
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N E I G H B O R H O O D  U R B A N  D E S I G N  &  D E V E L O P M E N T  P L A N

SPECIAL USE & HISTORIC 
DISTRICTS
There are 5 historic districts in the area. They are:
• Delmar Loop Parkview Gardens (national)
• Parkview (national)
• Skinker DeBaliviere – Caitlin Tract – Parkview (local)
• Central West End Local (local)

There are 4 special assessment districts also. They are:
• Loop Special Business District
• East Loop Parkview Gardens Special Business District
• Loop Trolley Transportation Development District

STUDY AREA

TRANSIT & BIKE ROUTES
All residents are within ½ mile of one of three Metro-
Link stations. The Skinker Station has 18,300 board-
ings monthly (served by 3 Bus Lines and 1 MetroLink 
Line). The Delmar Station has 51,900 boardings monthly  
(served by 5 Bus Lines and 1 MetroLink Line). And the 
DeBaliviere/Forest Park Station has 109,300 boardings 
monthly (served by 5 Bus Lines and 2 MetroLink Lines).

Four Bus routes directly serve the neighborhood. Four 
more routes serve the surrounding area and the Delmar 
Loop MetroLink station is a bus hub. 

Bike St. Louis trails are shown in pink. Gateway Bike 
Master Plan sharrows are shown in blue on Skinker, 
Rosedale, Des Peres, Forsyth. Waterman is designated 
as a Bike Boulevard. But the Gateway Bike Master Plan 
is not implemented and only Forsyth has sharrows. 
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SAFETY & CRIME
The top map above shows the perceived areas of crime 
and safety concerns in the neighborhood, gleaned from 
stakeholder interviews and public meetings. The lower 
map shows the actual locations of crimes committed in 
the neighborhood in 2011. So despite perceptions, crime 
is actually distributed throughout the neighborhood. 

There were a total of 253 crimes in the study area in 2011. 
Thefts are concentrated on the Loop and in the South-
west corner of the neighborhood. Nearly all assaults 
occurred east of the MetroLink tracks. By November of 
2012, there were 262 crimes in the neighborhood. In the 
West End Neighborhood directly north of Delmar Blvd., 
there were 520 crimes. And in DeBaliviere Place directly 
to the east of DeBaliviere Avenue, there were 200 crimes. 

STUDY AREA

BUILDING CONDITION &
PROPENSITY FOR CHANGE
The condition of residential buildings was surveyed and 
the map at the top shows that the majority of residential 
buildings are in good condition. The majority of buildings 
in fair condition occur on blocks west of Des Peres Av-
enue. There are very few poor condition buildings. 

Good - 76% (703 buildings)
Fair - 14% (129 buildings)
Poor - 2.4% (25 buildings); 0.6% (6 buildings)
Unspecified - 7% (71 buildings

The lower ‘Propensity for Change’ map identifies each 
parcels likelihood of changing and how quickly that is 
likely to happen. 

Low propensity for change
Medium propensity for change
High propensity for change
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STUDY AREA

INSTITUTIONS &
REDEVELOPMENT AREAS
Institutions shown on the top map include:

Churches
Schools
Parks
Museums
Plazas

The lower map shows existing redevelopment areas in-
cluding

Delmar Link Area
West End 
Chapter 99
Chapter 100
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PLANS RELEVANT TO 
THE FUTURE CONDITIONS

The Skinker DeBaliviere Neighborhood has a rich histo-
ry of planning. Relevant plans exist for multiple areas in 
and around the area. These plans address, to various 
levels, recommendations for housing, transit, and eco-
nomic development in their areas or sites. This master 
plan is closely coordinated with these plans to ensure 
that the vision for development of this area will become 
an integral part of the overall future of the neighbor-
hood, furthering the ongoing planning and development 
efforts and preparing the neighborhood to respond to 
those. 

Past Planning Efforts
• 1967 – Analysis of Renewal Concerns in the Skinker- 

DeBaliviere neighborhood, St. Louis
• 1977 – Pershing-Waterman Urban Renewal Project –  

(Debaliviere Place)
• 1978/1984 – Skinker DeBaliviere – Catlin Tract –   

Parkview Historic District Nomination –  
Nina Place Improvement Program 

• 1982 – DeBaliviere Place by Pantheon
• 1988 – Skinker DeBaliviere Planning Study, Kennedy  

Associates
• 1991 – Interim Housing Strategy 
• 1992 – Delmar Boulevard The Wabash Railway District  

Thesis Proposal 
• 1994 – Delmar Link Area Blighting Study & Plan 
• 1999 – Delmar Development and Business Expansion  

Program 
• 2000 – Delmar Boulevard Trolley Feasibility Study

Recent Planning Efforts
• 2009 – Celebrating Skinker DeBaliviere – History and 

Comeback (book)
• 2010 – Re-Imagining Lucier Park
• 2011 – Delmar & DeBaliviere MetroLink Station Public 

Life Survey & Public Space Analysis
• 2012 – Parkview Gardens Neighborhood Sustainable 

Development Plan
• 2012 – City of St. Louis Sustainability Plan
• 2013 – St. Louis Regional Plan for Sustainable 

Development

Plans With Impacts
(More details shown to the right)

• 2012 – Loop Trolley Plan
• 2013 – Loop Data Rail
• 2013 – Transit Oriented Development Plan for Delmar 

Loop and Forest Park-DeBaliviere Stations
• 2011 – Delmar Loop Retail Study & Development Strategy

Plans In Progress

• Skinker DeBaliviere Identity & Marketing Plan
• Loop Trolley Plan, Final design
• St. Vincent’s Greenway Plan, final design for DeBaliviere
• West End Neighborhood:  “Better Together”
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N E I G H B O R H O O D  U R B A N  D E S I G N  &  D E V E L O P M E N T  P L A N

SKINKER DEBALIVIERE 
PLANNING STUDY

• Complete 1988 by Kennedy Associates
• The most current comprehensive plan for the 

Skinker DeBaliviere Neighborhood
• Plan recommendations include:

• Housing Improvements
• Maintaining Housing affordability & population 

diversity
• Increasing Neighborhood Business Develop-

ment
• Focused recommendations on identified prob-

lem areas throughout the neighborhood
• Greening of Des Peres Avenue Project

• Plan recommendations in the vicinity of Skinker 
Boulevard and the Nina Place Development have 
been successfully implemented.

TOD PLAN FOR DELMAR LOOP 
& FOREST PARK DEBALIVIERE 
METROLINK STATIONS

• TOD Plan completed in 2013. 
• Establishes a vibrant, mixed-use, transit corridor 

linking the 2 MetroLink stations. 
• These 2 key commercial streets are designed as 

newly revitalized main streets supporting transit ori-
ented residential areas adjacent. 

• Plan identifies key anchors, focusing infill develop-
ment around existing amenities and restoring station 
areas street grid. 

• Improves walkability between stations, corridor, and 
adjacent neighborhoods. 

• Three key areas are Delmar Station, Forest Park-
DeBaliviere Station, and Metro Garage site. 
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LOOP TROLLEY PLAN & LOOP 
DATA RAIL PLAN

• Loop Trolley Plan is projected to open in late 2016.
• Proposes a 2.2 mile heritage trolley line that con-

nects University City City Hall with the Missouri His-
tory Museum in Forest Park. 

• Proposes  9 stops along the route. 
• Received $25 million in federal funding on July 8, 

2013. Projected cost is $44 Million. 
• Not yet under construction. 

The Loop Data Rail is a plan to build the first Gigabit Main 
Street in St. Louis in the Delmar Loop. The fiber optic 
cable inserted below the tracks during construction of 
the Loop Trolley, provides super fast internet service to 
surrounding buildings. This fiber optic cable opens new 
possibilities to businesses, organizations and individuals 
to become more productive, innovative and creative. It 
is focused on the community and providing an entrepre-
neur-friendly environment. 

THE DELMAR LOOP AREA 
RETAIL PLAN & DEVELOPMENT 
STRATEGY

• Completed for Washington University and The Loop 
and East Loop Special Business Districts in 2011

• A retail recruitment plan and development strategy 
for the area roughly bounded by Olive Blvd./Maple 
Ave. to the north, Union Blvd. to the east, Forest Park 
Parkway to the south, and Midland Blvd./Wellesley 
Ave. to the west.

• Recommendations apply to the supply of retail and 
future recruiting strategies; the public realm and 
necessary improvements;  and the scale and use of 
the built environment.

• Recommends a new non-profit entity with increased 
capacity, more robust functions, and greater reve-
nue to implement the recommendations. 
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N E I G H B O R H O O D  U R B A N  D E S I G N  &  D E V E L O P M E N T  P L A N

CITY OF ST. LOUIS 
SUSTAINABILITY PLAN

• Completed in 2012
• The first sustainability plan in the City of St. Loui
• Advancing through the Mayor’s Action Agenda of 

nearly 30 of the most important initiatives. 
• Organized by seven functional categories, shown 

above.
• Further initiatives are advancing sustainability at 

the neighborhood scale, including the Sustainable 
Neighborhood Toolkit and the Sustainable Neighbor-
hood Small Grant Competition.  

ST. VINCENT GREENWAY PLAN

• Work on St. Vincent Greenway is ongoing, and di-
rected by Great River Greenway.

• It will extend for more than seven miles from North-
Park, near I-70 and Hanley Road, to Forest Park.

• The portion through Porter Park and Ruth Porter 
Mall is complete. 

• The phase connecting Ruth Porter Mall with Forest 
Park is scheduled to be completed along with con-
struction of the Loop Trolley. 
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ISSUES & IDEAS

While simultaneously performing the review of exist-
ing conditions, urban analysis, and review of relevant 
plans; the project team conducted a series of confi-
dential interviews with stakeholders. The purpose of 
these interviews was to extract from the participants a 
comprehensive list of issues and concerns to be ad-
dressed within the planning process; while discussing 
specific ideas and opportunities for exploration in the 
plan.  Contained on the following pages, these issues 
and ideas are shown verbatim, and in no specific order; 
along with sample imagery for visual description. 

The one word cards shown below were given as a sur-
vey to the Public Meeting attendees at the first Public 
Workshop Charrette to get feedback about how people 
view their community now and how they would like to 
envision it in the future. 

One Word Cards

What comes to mind about
Skinker DeBaliviere Now?

Trees  Momentum   Great   Standard  
Wonderful  Invested  Less Secure Tired  
Historic  Inconsistent Good  Center  
Comfortable w/ Potential Cohesive  OK  

Diverse  Fragmented  Community  
Friendly Transition  Groovy   Neighborly  

Stable  Apprehensive  Close

What comes to mind about
Skinker DeBaliviere in the Future (20 years)?

Accessibility  Integrated Awesome 
Exciting   Regional Center   More Secure 

Vibrant Established  Historic Safety 
Developed Large Shopping Center 

Diversity (race, incomes, age, religion) 
Cohesive   Attractive (to people, families, 

businesses) Community  Green  Wired 
Progressive Eclectic Invitational  

Stability

What comes to mind about
Skinker DeBaliviere Now?

Trees  Momentum   Great   Standard  
Wonderful  Invested  Less Secure Tired  
Historic Inconsistent Good  Center
Comfortable w/ Potential Cohesive  OK

Diverse Fragmented Community
Friendly Transition  Groovy  Neighborly

Stable Apprehensive  Close

What comes to mind about
Skinker DeBaliviere in the Future (20 years)?

Accessibility  Integrated Awesome
Exciting   Regional Center   More Secure 

Vibrant Established  Historic Safety
Developed Large Shopping Center 

Diversity (race, incomes, age, religion) 
Cohesive   Attractive (to people, families, 

businesses) Community Green  Wired 
Progressive Eclectic Invitational

Stability

STRIP MALL ON DEBALIVIERE AVENUE
BRIDGE OVER METROLINK TRACKS 
AT DES PERES AVENUE
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COMPREHENSIVE LIST OF ISSUES

1. Historical physical divisions create a 
Fragmented neighborhood still present today.

2. Poor internal communication and 
Communication, Engagement & 
Inclusiveness & lack of coordination with 
surrounding neighborhoods. 

3. Major streets and MetroLink create Barriers on 
edges and within neighborhood. 

4. Limited entrances and exits cause poor 
Connectivity.

5. One way streets, dead ends, and alleys inhibit 
cut-through traffic but result i  Poor Circulation, 
cause speeding, and traffic flow issue

6. Main Intersections Are Dangerous for 
pedestrians.

7. Edges create negative image, perceived as 
unsafe, do not support daily community activities.

8. Lack of diverse and viable Businesses.
9. Lack of Grocery Store.

10. Negative perception of DeBaliviere Avenue.
11. Parks and open spaces lack amenities, have poor 

access, and are under used. 
12. Parking congestion in southwest corner. 

Concerns about trolley parking.
13. Hamilton School has limited interaction with 

residents and students in neighborhood. 
14. Crime & Safety in neighborhood, Lucier park, 

and at MetroLink stations is an ongoing issue. 
Safety on Delmar is a concern.

15. Address neighborhood vacancies.

COMPREHENSIVE ISSUES MAP
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SHARED STREETS &IM-
PROVED INTERSECTIONS

MIXED-USE MAIN STREET

PUBLIC PARK WITH ACTIVITIES FOR 
SENIORS AND KIDS

TRANSIT & BIKE LANES

NEIGHBORHOOD GREENWAY

DOG PARK

NEIGHBORHOOD PARK

CONTEXTUAL INFILL & REHAB

MIXED-USE STREETS

PEDESTRIAN AND CYCLIST BRIDGE
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N E I G H B O R H O O D  U R B A N  D E S I G N  &  D E V E L O P M E N T  P L A N

COMPREHENSIVE LIST OF IDEAS

1. Create TOD at Delmar and DeBaliviere 
Stations

2. Bring diverse and viable Businesses to Delmar
3. Green Des Peres and open it to Delmar.
4. Add Bike Lanes on Skinker
5. Bring viable Businesses to DeBaliviere. Create 

pedestrian connection to MetroLink station. 
6. Improve timing and Pedestrian Safety at 

Intersections. 
7. Organize to create an Identifiable Street

Character for Eastern Delmar Corridor. 
8. Create Parking Standards for neighborhood 

and Delmar that align with future development 
goals.

9. Create a Dog Park, Improve Lucier Park, 
Improve Connection to Forest Park.

10. Create Green Streets, rain gardens, energy 
efficienc . 

11. Improve Internal Communication.

12. Infil  vacant lots, Rehab deteriorating homes. 
13. Create accessible Senior Housing
14. Improve Security with cameras on Delmar. 
15. Work block by block to Improve McPherson/

Laurel Area on east side of MetroLink right of 
way. 

16. Expand the Trolley  south on Skinker, connect 
to CWE and Downtown.

17. Create Parks and Programs for Youth and 
Seniors.

18. Promote Owner Occupancy of single family 
homes and responsible management of rental 
properties

19. Establish funding/maintenance Partnerships for 
neighborhood parks and greenways

20. Establish Development Partnerships for infill
of vacant lots and rehabs of deteriorating buildings.

COMPREHENSIVE IDEAS MAP
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SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS

Throughout this planning process, the team reviewed 
many documents, conducted field surveys on a variety 
of conditions, and recorded numerous issues and ideas 
from stakeholders. Shown on the opposite page, these 
summary conclusions of the existing conditions, plan-
ning assumptions, and possible opportunities relate to 
the layers of the built environment including the public 
realm, neighborhood connectivity, building form, and 
land uses to create the Framework Plan which guides 
the development of the final plan.

PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS

This planning process takes into account the many proj-
ects in and around the neighborhood that are in various 
stages of planning and construction. The following as-
sumptions have informed the planning process.

1. Loop Trolley will be constructed as planned; 

2. Saint Vincent Greenway construction will be com-
pleted connecting Ruth Porter Mall to Forest Park;

3. The Wabash Station will become the main entrance 
to the Delmar MetroLink Station;

4. Washington University North Campus will be rede-
veloped over the next 20 years as a major employ-
ment center;

5. North Skinker Boulevard will be redeveloped over 
the next 20 years with mixed use office, labora-
tory, and other buildings catalyzed or supported by 
Washington University in St. Louis; 

6. The MetroLink park and ride lots at both the Delmar 
Loop Station and Forest Park–DeBaliviere Station 
will be redeveloped; 

7. The Metro DeBaliviere Bus Garage will be redevel-
oped over the 30 year timeframe of the Plan.

8. Gigabit internet (Loop Data Rail) access will be pro-
vided along the Loop Trolley route as part of the 
Loop Media Hub initiative.
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THE PLAN

Through the public planning process and with this analysis and planning context in 
mind, the project team developed a master plan for neighborhood urban design and 
development that embraces the ideas supplied by the community and addresses the 
concerns expressed by the stakeholders and leadership advisory committee. This 

master plan establishes a clear vision for the future of the neighborhood and acts as a guide 
for future growth; while simultaneously remaining flexible to a variety of outside factors that 
may affect future outcomes. This master plan is based on a series of key catalytic projects, 
private and public development and redevelopment opportunities, new public spaces, and 
essential public realm improvements necessary to enhance the existing assets, capture new 
growth, and provide a safe, vibrant, and multi-generational place steeped in history and pre-
pared for a sustainable and prosperous future. 
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THE VISION

The Skinker DeBaliviere Neighborhood has been a 
strong, popular, and stable neighborhood in the City of St. 
Louis for decades. The variety of historic housing stock, 
strong community schools and churches, its proximity to 
great amenities such as Forest Park, Washington Uni-
versity,  MetroLink, and the Loop are just a few of the 
positive aspects of the neighborhood. The Skinker De-
Baliviere Community Corporation, dedicated residents, 
and an active creative community have created the re-
nowned reputation for being an integrated, safe, diverse, 
and socially cohesive community in St. Louis. 

Within the past few years, the neighborhood has recog-
nized the need and opportunity to capitalize on change 
that is happening in the neighborhood and around 
it’s edges. There is a renewed interest in sustainabil-
ity, public space, walkability, bikeability, aging in place, 
and transit-oriented-development that creates demand 
for changing the status quo. National and international 
trends show that urban and suburban residents are rec-
ognizing the benefits of walkable and urban mixed-use 
communities. Skinker DeBaliviere is very well positioned 
to meet needs, but has recognized these changing de-
mands require more coordination and detail planning to 
ensure that the community achieves the future it wants.

The vision for this area can be described as a vibrant, 
dense urban residential neighborhood with mixed-use 
edges connected to the city through enhanced transit, 

“Build upon Skinker 
DeBaliviere’s history, 

revitalization, 
diversity, sense 
of community, 

and unmatched 
neighborhood 

amenities and access 
to transit to create the 
city’s premier healthy, 
multi-generational, 

accessible 
community.”

INTRODUCTION
safe pedestrian and bike access, and alternative modes 
of transportation. It embraces the diversity of people, 
housing types, transit options, and public spaces, creat-
ing a community that is family-friendly, multi-generational, 
and active with cultural, social, and recreational amenities. 
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N E I G H B O R H O O D  U R B A N  D E S I G N  &  D E V E L O P M E N T  P L A N

COMMUNITY PRIORITIES

Forming a basis for the vision, the following community 
priorities are intended to guide decision making and 
uphold the vision for the area, as the unforeseen 
challenges of implementation unfold:    

1. Continue the ongoing revitalization of Delmar 
Boulevard and DeBaliviere Avenue as  a mixed-
use, urban,  multi-modal corridor.

2. Improve Forest Park Parkway and Skinker 
Boulevard for visual quality, safety, and 
connectivity.

3. Envision Des Peres Avenue, the 4 Corners, and 
Lucier Park as the ‘heart’ of the neighborhood.

4. Incentivize and create new neighborhood 
businesses and services to achieve a mixed-use, 
complete community. 

5. Improve parks, community gardens, and open 
space amenities.

6. Improve safety and visual quality of streets with 
healthy trees, robust native landscapes, improved 
sidewalks.

7. Promote owner occupancy of single family homes 
and responsible management of rental properties.

8. Enhance neighborhood integration, circulation, 
safety, and connectivity for all residents — 
pedestrians, cyclists, drivers, and transit riders.

9. Create a multi-generational neighborhood that 
supports active and independent lifestyle choices 
for all ages. 

10. Retain and continue to attract a diversity of 
residents to ensure an inclusive community.

11. Promote community health, safety, and 
environmental sustainability.

12. Organize for implementation success and 
community empowerment and leadership.
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FRAMEWORK PLAN

1. DES PERES AVENUE: Improve pedestrian and 
bike circulation. Improve intersections at four corners 
and Forest Park Parkway.

2. DELMAR - DEBALIVIERE TRANSIT: Integrate 
the Loop Trolley, St. Vincent Greenway, and bike and 
pedestrian infrastructure. Reconnect adjacent neighbor-
hoods to create a confluence along the corrido .

3. EAST LOOP - DEBALIVIERE CORRIDOR: 
Create a vibrant corridor along the with , infill devel-
opment and building rehab that unites adjacent neigh-
borhoods and provides new housing and needed 
amenities. 

4. DELMAR TOD: Create higher density, mixed-use 
development with updated circulation & parking strategy 
adjacent to  Delmar Loop MetroLink Station.

5. WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY NORTH 
CAMPUS: Future development area of WU North 
Campus directly adjacent to MetroLink Station. 

6. DELMAR & DEBALIVIERE METROLINK 
STATIONS: Support development of stations, 
surrounding sites and circulation in correlation with the 
TOD Plan. 

7. LUCIER PARK: Improve appearance and 
function of Lucier Park as a community amenity and 
neighborhood destination. 

8. METRO BUS GARAGE SITE: Redevelop the 
Metro Bus Garage Site into mixed-use housing and 
commercial development that links with the neigh-
borhood fabric and the Loop Trolley corridor.

9. ST. VINCENT GREENWAY: Link adjacent 
neighborhoods to Forest Park easily and safely. 

10. FOREST PARK PARKWAY: Improve 
appearance of north border of the parkway as a major 
entrance and identity piece.

11. SKINKER BOULEVARD: Expand bike and 
pedestrian infrastructure from Delmar Boulevard to 
Washington University. 

12. PEDESTRIAN & VEHICULAR CIRCU-
LATION: Improved circulation and access.

13. EXISTING HOME MAINTENANCE & 
REHAB: Maintain quality and character of neigh-
borhood by preserving and maintaining existing homes.

1
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INTRODUCTION

The Neighborhood Systems are various categories that  
look at neighborhood-scale urban conditions that im-
pact the health, prosperity, social quality, and livability 
of the neighborhood. The Neighborhood Systems are:

Housing
Mobility & Circulation
Health & Safety
Public Space & Urban Character
Economic Development & Prosperity
Food
Energy, Air, Water & Landscape
Arts, Culture & Education
Waste, Recycling & Composting
Empowerment, Equity & Diversity

Each Neighborhood System includes an Introduction, 
Goal, Assets, Issues, and Gaps. Its also has recommen-
dations that have associated actions, related neighbor-
hood systems, and a priority ranking. The community 
was polled on their priorities and top interests. For the 
priority ranking, 1 is the highest priority and 3 is the 
lowest priority.
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N E I G H B O R H O O D  U R B A N  D E S I G N  &  D E V E L O P M E N T  P L A N

CITY OF ST. LOUIS SUSTAINABILITY 
INITIATIVES

The City of St. Louis has shown their commitment to 
sustainability though a number of different initiatives. 
In early 2013, the City adopted the City of St. Louis 
Sustainability Plan (CSLSP) and the Mayor promptly 
created the Mayor’s Sustainability Action Agenda 
identifying 29 items to be implemented in the next 5 years. 
In 2013, the City piloted the Sustainable Neighborhood’s 
Initiative with Sustainable Neighborhood Toolkit. 

The triple-bottom-line approach to sustainability has 
been the guiding approach to all of the City’s work and 
it frames this plan as well. The triple bottom line refers 
to the concept of the Three E’s: Environment, Equity, 
and Economics, as being interrelated in their success 
and failure. This approach acknowledges that these 
three pillars of sustainability are equal in their impact 
in allowing current generations to meet their needs 
while protecting the ability of future generations to 
do the same. Ideally, each action, project, or policy 
in a triple bottom line plan should positively impact 
the environment, the economy, and social equity. In 
practical terms, achieving triple-bottom-line success 
means finding the optimal balance of economic health, 
social equity, and environmental stewardship.

The CSLSP is an overarching framework of sustainability 
opportunities rather than a specific prescribed method 
of action. It is organized by seven broad Functional 
Categories which organize ideas by leading principle or 
component. There is often mutual overlap and benefi  
among the ideas, showing that the triple bottom line 
approach is at work all the way down to the strategy level. 

The City also developed the Sustainable Neighborhood 
Toolkit as a resource to resident, leaders, and 
neighborhood organizations to design and implement 
sustainability projects in their own neighborhoods. 
These tools are also organized by the seven functional 
categories of the CSLSP and are cross-referenced to 
show how they can be combined or leverage for wider 
impact and greater success.

SKINKER DEBALIVIERE
NEIGHBORHOOD SYSTEMS

The Skinker DeBaliviere Neighborhood Systems are 
derived from some of these objectives of the CSLSP 
and are calibrated to the specific conditions, needs, and 
vision of Skinker DeBaliviere. Neighborhood systems 
are detailed in this chapter. Each Neighborhood System 
contains a Goal and numbered recommendations. 
Each recommendation has a set of actions detailed in 
Chapter 9 Appendix.

The Skinker DeBaliviere Neighborhood Systems were 
calibrated from the CSLSP and follow the same triple 
bottom line approach to sustainability that ensures 
holistic and well balanced neighborhood program and 
policies. 

Urban Character, Vitality & Ecology

Arts, Culture & Innovation

Empowerment, Diversity & Equity

Health, Well-Being & Safety

Infrastructure, Facilities & Transportation

Education, Training & Leadership

Prosperity, Opportunity & Employment

CSLSP Functional Categories: 

Objectives 
(CSLSP)

Strategies 
(CSLSP)

Goal & 
Recommendations
(Specific to Skinker
DeBaliviere Neighborhood. 
Chapter 6: Neighborhood 
Recommendations)

Actions
(Included in Chapter 9 
Appendix)

= Skinker DeBaliviere
Neighborhood Systems
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Housing
Skinker DeBaliviere is a historic residential neighbor-
hood. The various characteristics about the housing 
in the neighborhood contribute on a broad scale to 
the overall sustainability. Housing character and qual-
ity contribute to the urban character of the streets and 
neighborhood, enhancing the qualities of safety, comfort, 
vibrancy, history, and more. These qualities effect hous-
ing and property values, which can have a significan  
impact on the economic prosperity of the neighborhood. 

Housing also effects the environment in many ways. 
The quality of housing, building materials, efficienc , 
and energy systems have a great impact on how much 
energy homes are using, which impacts the amount of 
greenhouse gases produced by those energy manufac-
turers. Reducing greenhouse gases has a positive im-
pact on the environment and climate, creating healthier 
communities. Reduced energy costs also has a posi-
tive economic impact for homeowners and renters. 

A variety of housing types allows for people of various 
socio-economic demographics to find affordable hous-
ing in the same neighborhood, creating a diverse and 
vibrant community. Good quality housing promotes per-
sonal investment in the neighborhood, creating a more 
engaged and empowered community. 

GOAL

Preserve and maintain historic homes and archi-
tectural fabric of the neighborhood while promoting 
home ownership and responsible renting practices.  
Support and plan for responsible urban residential 
infill that will help enhance neighborhood character, 
diversify housing type and promote affordability.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Promote responsible renting and 
landlord-ship.

2. Increase home-ownership and owner-
occupancy and provide high-quality 
rental housing.

3. Educate residents and local developers 
on historic guidelines and historic 
rehabilitation.

4. Support, attract, and develop programs 
that assist with home and yard 
maintenance with particular attention 
to aging and lower-income residents.

CSLSP Reference:
FC: Urban Character, Vitality & Ecology. Objective 
B: Develop Healthy, Compact, Transit-Served Smart 
Neighborhoods. Objective F: Preserve the City’s 
Historically and Architecturally Significant Districts,
Buildings, Landmarks, and Landscapes. Objective 
G: Increase Access to Affordable Housing in 
Neighborhoods with Access to Transit and Amenities. 
Objective H: Encourage Creative, Smart, and 
Sustainable Uses for Under-Utilized Land and Buildings. 
Objective J: Facilitate Place-Based, Integrated 
Sustainability Planning.  
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N E I G H B O R H O O D  U R B A N  D E S I G N  &  D E V E L O P M E N T  P L A N

ASSETS

• High-quality historic architecture
• Many older homes and apartment buildings that have been preserved, renovated and rehabbed.
• Buildings are in good condition. (76% of buildings are in good condition, 14% are in fair condition, and only 

2.5% are in poor condition. 7% are unspecified.
• Active Historic District Committee.
• Offers a mix of housing types including apartments;  condominiums; single family-homes; two-, four, and six-

family –flats; and multi-family buildings
• High owner occupancy. (821 residential parcels are owner-occupied while 421 parcels are non-owner occupied.)
• Low vacancy. (242 vacant residential units, perhaps inflated because of st dent housing in the neighborhood.)
• SDCC offers many programs related to home upkeep, renovation and maintenance including the workshops 

‘Greening Your Home’, ‘Micro-grid Solar Energy’, ‘Home Inspection Preparation’, and ‘Minor Home Repair 
Workshop’.

• SDCC partners with Rebuilding Together St. Louis to partner volunteers with low-income or senior families to 
spend one day cleaning and repairing their homes.

• SDCC promotes responsible property management with annual updates and notices about home mainte-
nance, rental ordinances

• Skinker DeBaliviere Community Housing Corporation contributes to commercial and housing development in 
the neighborhood and manages some residential properties.

ISSUES

• Lack of universal housing options that accommodates residents of various ages and abilities.  
• Some rental units have absentee landlords that do not maintain or regulate behavior on the property.
• Historic homes are harder to maintain, upkeep, and heat and cool.
• The eastern side of Skinker DeBaliviere, east of the MetroLink tracks, suffers from higher numbers of vacant 

parcels that have the potential to be infilled with new constr ction.

GAPS & BARRIERS

• Opportunistic/Inconsistent/Lack of residential development from Skinker DeBaliviere Community Housing 
Corporation

• Large scale housing or mixed-use developments are somewhat limited but the lack of developable parcels 
and wide variety of parcel ownership.
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1. Promote responsible renting and 
landlord-ship.

Actions
a. Distribute informational package to all renters and 

landlords about laws and ordinances; proper home 
maintenance requirements; trash clean up; neigh-
borhood amenities, activities, and events; and ad-
dress other ongoing issues as they arise. 

b. Educate all residents about landlord and tenant ob-
ligations and enlist their support to report problems 
and encourage cooperation from landlords and ten-
ants. 

c. Encourage and seek out face-to-face meetings 
with landlords to build rapport and neighborliness.

d. If blighted buildings are a nuisance, work with the 
City of St. Louis Citizens Service Bureau and the 
Building Division Code Violations Department to 
bring action against owners. 

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Empowerment, Equity & Diversity

Strategy Type
• Partnership, advocacy, policy, operations

Priority Ranking
• Level 1

2. Increase home-ownership and 
owner-occupancy and provide 
high-quality rental housing.

Actions
a. Encourage the SDCC Residential Committee to 

reach out to new home owners with a welcome 
package and information about the neighborhood. 

b. Engage the Skinker DeBaliviere Community Hous-
ing Corporation (SDCHC) to develop or encourage 
development of high-quality affordable rental hous-
ing. 

c. Create programs or workshops to introduce current 
renters or buyers interested in the neighborhood to 
the assistance programs and options for buying a 
home. 

d. Explore the possibility of partnering with St. Louis 
based housing organizations that help possible 
buyers become new home owners. 

e. Encourage Washington University to better pro-
mote it’s home buyers incentive program in Skinker 
DeBaliviere.

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Empowerment, Equity & Diversity

Strategy Type
• Partnership, advocacy, policy, operations

Priority Ranking
• Level 1
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N E I G H B O R H O O D  U R B A N  D E S I G N  &  D E V E L O P M E N T  P L A N

3. Educate residents and local 
developers on historic guidelines 
and historic rehabilitation.

Actions
a. Continue to host workshops about neighborhood 

history, architecture, historic guidelines, the historic 
district designation, and methods for historic reha-
bilitation and maintenance. Publish information on-
line. Reference the Preserve Existing Buildings tool 
in the Sustainable Neighborhood Toolkit. 

b. Bring in experts from other St. Louis neighbor-
hoods or neighborhood residents that have experi-
ence with historic renovations and rehabs to speak 
to workshop attendees. 

c. Host historic architecture or rehabbers tours of 
homes and buildings in the neighborhood to show-
case the historic renovations and rehabs. Utilize 
the Develop a Walking Tour & Market Your Neigh-
borhood tool from the Sustainable Neighborhood 
Toolkit. 

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Empowerment, Equity & Diversity
• Economic Development & Prosperity

Strategy Type
• Partnership, advocacy

Priority Ranking
• Level 2

4. Support, attract, and develop 
programs that assist with home 
and yard maintenance with 
particular attention to aging and 
lower-income residents

Actions
a. Continue to offer weatherization, minor repair, and 

home improvement workshops for residents
b. Continue partnering with Rebuilding Together bian-

nually to update homes of eligible residents. 
c. Work with residents and other neighborhood orga-

nizations to innovate ways for seniors to stay in and 
maintain their homes as they get older. Programs 
such as a yard maintenance partnership with local 
youth, annual home maintenance volunteer day, 
volunteer network, or time bank are useful ideas 
to get started. Reference the Sustainable Neigh-
borhood Toolkit, particularly the tools Launch a 
Neighborhood Timebank, Establish a Community 
Tool Library, and Conduct a Weatherization Train-
ing Program. 

d. Encourage sustainable home and landscape up-
grades or renovations that will benefit residents, 
lower utility bills, reduce energy and water usage, 
and contribute to a more sustainable neighborhood. 
Reference the Create a Cool or White Roofs Pro-
gram, Disconnect Downspouts & Install Rain Bar-
rels, Convert Hardscape Areas into Pervious Sur-
faces, Install Rain Garden or Bioswales, and Use 
Native Plants for Habitat & Biodiversity tools in the 
Sustainable Neighborhood Toolkit. 

e. Reference the Secure Vacant Buildings tool for his-
toric buildings that are vacant. 

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Empowerment, Equity & Diversity
• Economic Development & Prosperity

Strategy Type
• Partnership, advocacy

Priority Ranking
• Level 2
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GOAL

Improve walking and cycling conditions throughout 
the neighborhood for comfort, safety, accessibil-
ity and enjoyment. Balance vehicle circulation and 
parking needs with pedestrian and cyclist safety 
and accessibility. Promote walking and cycling as 
realistic and convenient modes of travel. 

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Support and advocate for improved 
sidewalks.

2. Support and advocate for improved 
and new pedestrian lighting.

3. Improve bicycle circulation, safety, and 
special events.

4. Implement a parking permit program or 
parking management districts. 

5. Implement traffic calming measures to
reduce automobile speed, discourage 
cut-through traffic, and increase
bicycle and pedestrian safety. 

Mobility & Circulation
Mobility and circulation includes all the ways that people 
move and travel in the neighborhood. It includes walk-
ing, biking, driving, and public transit. Traveling impacts 
individual economics, health, and quality of life and it 
also has broader impacts on the neighborhood environ-
ment, health, and economic prosperity.

Skinker DeBaliviere has a wide range of travel options 
with many amenities within close walking and bik-
ing distance. Three MetroLink stations are within the 
neighborhood boundary, which connect residents and 
visitors to wide range of amenities and neighborhoods 
in the region. Transit, walking, and biking all reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions, improve air quality, and 
contribute to individual health and wellness. They also 
limit the individual costs of owning and operating a car. 
By reducing the space and amenities for vehicles, such 
as parking lots, wide roads, and fast travel lanes, neigh-
borhoods can create places that are safer and friendlier 
for pedestrians and cyclists which have been shown to 
improve overall neighborhood economic prosperity and 
opportunity, reduced air pollution, and improve quality 
of life. Also, a wide range of mobility options creates 
a circulation system which promotes social equity be-
cause it accommodates people of all ages, abilities, 
and demographics, where for example, car ownership 
is not required, children and the elderly can easily ac-
cess amenities.

CSLSP Reference:
FC: Urban Character, Vitality & Ecology. Objective 
B: Develop Healthy, Compact, Transit-Served Smart 
Neighborhoods. Objective C: Strengthen Use, Access 
and Programming of Civic Amenities, Public Spaces & 
Streets. FC: Infrastructure, Facilities & Transportation. 
Objective A: Facilitate Affordable, Efficient, Convenient,
Accessible, Safe, and Healthy Transport of People and 
Goods.
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N E I G H B O R H O O D  U R B A N  D E S I G N  &  D E V E L O P M E N T  P L A N

ASSETS

• Sidewalks on every block of the neighborhood core and the majority are in good and fair condition. 
• Neighborhood is within walking distance of many amenities including 3 MetroLink stations, 3 schools, Wash-

ington University Danforth Campus, Forest Park, and the Delmar Loop.
• Two greenways on the edges – Centennial Greenway/Ackert Walkway on the west and St. Vincent Greenway 

on the east, soon to be constructed down DeBaliviere Avenue connecting Ruth Porter Park to Forest Park.
• Street trees on most streets provide shade and comfort for walking. 

ISSUES

• Neighborhood edges are uncomfortable and unsafe for walking and biking. Forest Park Parkway and Delmar 
east of the MetroLink station are the least comfortable for walking and cycling because of the street character 
and lack of space for cyclists. DeBaliviere near the MetroLink Station is often perceived as unsafe for pedes-
trians and cyclists.

• The major intersections at Forest Park, Skinker, Delmar, Des Peres, and DeBaliviere are generally poor and 
unsafe for pedestrians and cyclists with limited visibility, short crossing times, heavy automobile, poor curb 
cuts, small waiting areas, narrow sidewalks and steep ramps or grade changes.

• Biking conditions are fair. Seven of the 15 streets surveyed are good for biking, 4 are fair for biking, and 4 are 
poor for biking.

• Closed streets at the neighborhood edges limit circulation for vehicles and cyclists, but also create psycho-
logical barriers for pedestrians that make the street closure seem unsafe and unwelcoming.

• Barriers, diverters, dead-end streets, and the MetroLink tracks create confusing vehicular circulation in the 
neighborhood and speeding issues on the streets that are connected through.

• Parking is an issue in certain parts of the neighborhood where street parking is overwhelmed during peak use 
periods either near the University or near the MetroLink station.

GAPS & BARRIERS

• Lack of pedestrian scale lighting that creates feelings of safety and security and reduces the perception of crime.
• Lack of real bike infrastructure on neighborhood streets. There are no bike lanes or sharrows in the neighbor-

hood and the vehicular barriers are not designed to allow bicycles to pass.
• Bike infrastructure is somewhat limited because many streets are not wide enough to accommodate vehicles, 

parking, and bike lanes, so there is a conflict between use of he curb to curb space.
• No comprehensive plan for implementing or prioritizing pedestrian or bicycle improvement projects.
• No neighborhood parking strategy, which could be a challenge to future development and how parking is ac-

commodated while still maintaining street quality and urban character.
• Social and political challenges surrounding the discussion of removing street barriers, which will likely be part 

of the discussion in the neighborhood for years to come.
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1. Support and advocate for 
improved sidewalks.

Actions
b. Reference Skinker DeBaliviere Urban Design and 

Development Plan sections Skinker Boulevard 
(p.192), Neighborhood Center (p.142), East Loop 
(p.162), DeBaliviere Avenue (p.172) and work with 
identified partners to implement pedestrian im-
provement projects throughout the neighborhood. 

c. Work with the 28th and 26th Ward Aldermen to 
replace or improve priority sidewalk areas in the 
neighborhood that are either in very high traffic ar-
eas or in very poor condition. Utilize the 50/50 Side-
walk Repair Program. 

d. Host a clean-up day to remove debris from problem 
sidewalk areas. 

e. For specific project areas that will dramatically im-
prove walkability, consider creating a larger project 
and plan with which to pursue other funding options 
such as grants from local organizations. 

f. Engage special business districts and CID’s where 
possible to implement sidewalk repair and replace-
ment projects. 

g. Work with Washington University to improve side-
walks in key corridors including Skinker Boulevard 
and Delmar Boulevard. 

h. Continue working with Great Rivers Greenway to 
improve the sidewalk conditions on Des Peres Av-
enue and to implement the St. Vincent Greenway.

i. Reference the Paint Intersection and Building Mu-
rals, Develop Safe Routes to School or a Walking 
School Bus, and Organize a Walking Group or 
Community Fitness Program tools from the Sus-
tainable Neighborhood Toolkit to enhance use and 
programming for pedestrians. 

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Public Space & Urban Character
• Health & Safety

Strategy Type
• Partnership, advocacy

Priority Ranking
• Level 1

2. Support and advocate for 
improved and new pedestrian 
lighting.

Actions
a. Reference Skinker DeBaliviere Urban Design and 

Development Plan sections Skinker Boulevard 
(p.192), Neighborhood Center (p.142), East Loop 
(p.162), DeBaliviere Avenue (p.172) and work with 
identified partners to implement pedestrian lighting 
improvement projects throughout the neighbor-
hood. 

b. Work with the 28th and 26th Ward Aldermen and 
the Street Department and the division of Streets 
and Lighting to request and get a feasibility study 
for installing pedestrian lighting in the neighbor-
hood. Prioritize major or high pedestrian traffic
streets to begin. 

c. Learn from those partners about funding options 
and approach other local and national organiza-
tions for match funding if necessary. 

d. Ensure a maintenance plan is in place for replacing 
bulbs and broken fixtures in the future.

e. Reach out to other neighborhoods that have suc-
cessful pedestrian street lighting to find out how 
they implemented their projects. 

f. Work with the Special Business Districts and adja-
cent Neighborhood Associations to improve areas 
that are key to both parties.

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Public Space & Urban Character
• Health & Safety

Strategy Type
• Partnership, advocacy

Priority Ranking
• Level 1
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N E I G H B O R H O O D  U R B A N  D E S I G N  &  D E V E L O P M E N T  P L A N

3. Improve bicycle circulation, 
safety, and special events.

Actions
a. Reference Skinker DeBaliviere Urban Design and 

Development Plan sections Skinker Boulevard 
(p.192), Neighborhood Center (p.142), DeBaliviere 
Avenue (p.172) and work with identified partners to 
implement bicycle improvement projects through-
out the neighborhood. 

b. Work with the City Streets Department, Bike St. 
Louis, Great Rivers Greenway, and other bicycle 
planning and advocacy groups to get bike lanes, 
sharrows, and greenways implemented where al-
ready planned. 

c. Utilize temporary strategies to test effectiveness, 
usability, and popularity of proposed bicycle im-
provement. 

d. Reference the Start a Bike Share of Bike Hub, Or-
ganize a Walking Group or Community Fitness 
Program, and Paint Intersections or Building Mu-
rals tools from the Sustainable Neighborhood Tool-
kit for ideas about implementing bike projects and 
programs.

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Public Space & Urban Character
• Health & Safety

Strategy Type
• Partnership, advocacy

Priority Ranking
• Level 2

4. Implement a parking permit 
program or parking management 
districts.

Actions
a. Contact other neighborhoods that have imple-

mented permit-only parking programs for residents 
to get information about how to start the program, 
how much it costs to maintain, how much it costs to 
enforce, and its effectiveness.  One neighborhood 
is the Central West End with the program adminis-
tered by Park Central Development. 

b. Consider which blocks or streets are in need of 
parking regulations. 

c. Research other types of parking regulation pro-
grams to see which may be best for the neighbor-
hood.

d. Create a comprehensive parking strategy for the 
East Loop and Forest Park-DeBaliviere MetroLink 
Stations as necessary. Work with the special busi-
ness districts and CIDs as necessary to ensure that 
perking needs are do not compromise the street 
character and urban form that is desired by resi-
dents.

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Public Space & Urban Character
• Economic Development & Prosperity.

Strategy Type
• Partnership, advocacy

Priority Ranking
• Level 3
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5. Implement traffic calming
measures to reduce automobile 
speed, discourage cut-through 
traffic, and increase bicycle and
pedestrian safety. 

Actions
a. Identify the most problematic streets in the neigh-

borhood for speeding automobile traffic that is at 
conflict with pedestrian and cyclist safety. Problem-
atic streets may include Waterman, Des Peres, and 
Laurel because they have entrances and exits from 
the neighborhood.  

b. Work with SDCC Committees; interested organiza-
tions and groups; resident volunteers; and St. Louis 
Streets Department to devise and implement traffic
calming devices. Try temporary versions of the traf-
fic calming techniques before permanent installa-
tion. Examples of traffic calming techniques include 
speed bumps or humps, narrowed intersections 
with  curb bumpouts or planters, painted cross-
walks, raised crosswalks, chicanes, roundabouts, 
and raised intersections. A useful manual can be 
found at http://www.nyc.gov/html/dot/html/pedestri-
ans/traffic-calming.shtml

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Public Space & Urban Character
• Health & Safety

Strategy Type
• Partnership, advocacy

Priority Ranking
• Level 1
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Health & Safety
Neighborhood health and safety includes both individ-
ual health and safety, the health of the environment or 
environmental conditions of the neighborhood, and the 
safety and perceptions of safety. 

Overall environmental health is addressed in many oth-
er neighborhood systems, for example air quality is im-
pacted by mobility, circulation, energy, landscape, and 
more. Individual health is addressed here. Improved 
individual health can improve individual economic cir-
cumstances, improving the buying power of residents 
and their ability to contribute to the neighborhood econ-
omy. Improved safety can support further economic de-
velopment and promote neighborhood prosperity. 

Improving health and safety programs and policies can 
improve the environmental conditions in the neighbor-
hood by increasing walking, biking, public transit use 
which all reduce greenhouse gases which contributes 
to environmental quality. 

Strong health and safety programs also increase the 
overall social equity of the neighborhood by creating 
equal opportunities for residents to access healthy 
choices in food, travel, and activities and by creating 
a safe environment for all residents and visitors, which 
reduces individual stress and improves quality of life. 

GOAL

Improve individual and neighborhood health with 
continued programs and events promoting health 
and active living. Reduce crime and increase real 
and perceived safety in the neighborhood, particu-
larly along its edges. Promote MetroLink and Me-
troBus as safe and convenient travel options by 
improving pedestrian and bicycle access and in-
creasing safety around the stops and stations.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Increase safety and security at 
MetroLink stations.

2. Support Individual and Neighborhood 
Safety and security.

3. Create community events and 
educational programs to promote 
healthy and active living.

CSLSP Reference:
FC: Health, Well-Being & Safety. Objective A: Advance 
Positive Behavior, Nonviolent Conflict Resolution, and
Crime Prevention. Objective D: Encourage Physical 
Activity, Fitness and Recreation. FC: Infrastructure, 
Facilities & Transportation. Objective A: Facilitate 
Affordable, Efficient, Convenient, Accessible, Safe, and 
Healthy Transport of People and Goods.
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ASSETS

• SDCC holds neighborhood safety and security meetings for residents.
• Upcoming project led by Washington University to improve pedestrian lighting on Skinker Boulevard.
• Many active living, healthy eating, and active transportation options available to neighborhood residents.
• Skinker DeBaliviere has a lower crime rate than other adjacent neighborhoods and it is relatively equally dis-

tributed throughout the neighborhood.
• Skinker MetroLink Station is well perceived and well-used by neighborhood residents. 

ISSUES

• Perceptions negatively impact quality of life and in the case of Skinker DeBaliviere, have changed how people 
view and use the neighborhood edges and MetroLink stations. 

• Perceptions of crime and lack of safety along Delmar and DeBaliviere and at the Delmar Loop and Forest 
Park-DeBaliviere MetroLink stations have made them less accessible and under-used by neighborhood resi-
dents.

GAPS & BARRIERS

• Many health related issues aren’t formally addressed in the neighborhood. 
• Water, soil, and air quality are not addressed in any regard in the neighborhood currently, but were not a 

prominent discussion point with the community.
• There are also no collaborations with the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department or MetroLink Security 

for improving safety in the neighborhood or at the MetroLink Stations. There are regular discussions, but no 
comprehensive strategy.

• At the MetroLink stations, jurisdictional boundaries may be a barrier to creating collaborations for more com-
prehensive and cooperative safety and security measures.

• Limited physical access and lack of pedestrian friendly development around the Delmar Loop and Forest 
Park-DeBaliviere MetroLink stations may be a barrier to the lack of safety and security around those stations.
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1. Increase safety and security at 
MetroLink stations.

Actions
b. Reference Skinker DeBaliviere Urban Design 

and Development Plan sections Skinker Boule-
vard (p.192), Neighborhood Center (p.142), East 
Loop (p.162), Forest Park Parkway (p.186), and 
DeBaliviere Avenue (p.172) and work with identi-
fied partners to implement bicycle and pedestrian 
improvement projects around the three MetroLink 
stations. 

c. Support the collaboration of MetroLink Security 
and the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department 
for patrolling, ensuring safety, and reducing crime 
at the MetroLink stations.

d. Work with the St. Louis Streets Department division 
of Streets and Lighting to improve automobile and 
pedestrian lighting at, near, and on main streets 
leading to the MetroLink stations. 

e. Reference the Create Public Art Installations or 
Exhibits tool from the Sustainable Neighborhood 
Toolkit to create safety through public art at the 
MetroLink stations. Contact Metro about the Arts 
and Transit program.

f. Work with the St. Louis Streets Department to tem-
porarily test traffic speed control safety measures 
at major pedestrian crossings near MetroLink sta-
tions. Identify the most problematic crossings or in-
tersections near the MetroLink stations and focus 
on those first

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Public Space & Urban Character
• Mobility & Circulation
• Economic Development & Prosperity

Strategy Type
• Partnership, advocacy

Priority Ranking
• Level 1

2. Support Individual and 
Neighborhood Safety and 
security.

Actions
a. Continue hosting Safety and Security meetings 

with the Security Committee
b. Continue hosting Safety and Security Workshops.
c. Continue and expand the Block Captain program in 

the neighborhood.
d. Consider starting the Neighborhood Ownership 

Model in partnership with the St. Louis Metropoli-
tan Police Department. Talk to other neighborhoods 
that have implemented the program and reference 
the Start or Enhance Neighborhood Safety tool 
from the Sustainable Neighborhood Toolkit.

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Public Space & Urban Character
• Mobility & Circulation
• Economic Development & Prosperity

Strategy Type
• Partnership, advocacy, policy

Priority Ranking
• Level 3
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3. Create community events and 
educational programs to promote 
healthy and active living.

Actions
a. Reference the Organize a Walking Group or Com-

munity Fitness Program, Make a Healthy Corner 
Store & Encourage Healthy Eating, Start a Bike 
Share or Bike Hub, and Develop a Safe Routes 
to School or a Walking School Bus  tools from the 
Sustainable Neighborhood Toolkit.

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Public Space & Urban Character
• Mobility & Circulation

Strategy Type
• Partnership, advocacy

Priority Ranking
• Level 3
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Public Space & Urban 
Character
Public space and urban character includes the main 
public spaces of the neighborhood such as parks and 
plazas and also references the elements that give vi-
sual  identity to the neighborhood, including the edges, 
entrances, and the branding and marketing. 

Quality public spaces and good urban character sup-
port the economic prosperity of the neighborhood be-
cause high quality parks, streets, and places are sought 
after, creating demand and attracting more economic 
development. Marketing and branding can showcase a 
neighborhoods desirability and increase the investment 
that residents, business owners, and visitors have in 
their own neighborhood. Creating an environment that 
a diversity of people and businesses are attracted to 
ensures long term economic and social sustainability.

Parks, streets, and places can be designed environ-
mentally, with improved landscape and habitat for ex-
ample. Along with marketing and programming, these 
can also encourage people to walk, bike, and use tran-
sit, thereby reducing greenhouse gases and creating a 
healthier environment overall. 

Quality neighborhoods and public spaces enhance liv-
ability for all residents by creating safe and pleasant 
environments. They improve mobility options, access 
to healthy living choices, and various community build-
ing activities. Marketing can also improve pride and in-
volvement in the social activities of the neighborhood. 

GOAL

Enhance neighborhood parks and open spaces 
to make them beautiful and functional commu-
nity gathering spaces. Enhance the neighborhood 
character and identity with improved entrances and 
edges, and build the branding and marketing of the 
neighborhood to tout the great characteristics and 
qualities of Skinker DeBaliviere. 

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Support the reconfiguration of the
Delmar Loop MetroLink station with 
the old Wabash Station building as its 
new entrance. 

2. Continue to use the branding and 
marketing process to promote the 
neighborhood.

3. Support the jurisdictional and 
functional entities that implement 
public space projects.

CSLSP Reference:
FC: Urban, Character, Vitality & Ecology. Objective 
B: Develop Healthy, Compact, Transit-Served Smart 
Neighborhoods. Objective C: Strengthen Use, Access, 
and Programming of Civic Amenities, Public Spaces, 
and Streets. Objective D: Support and Increase the 
City’s Greenscape, Including its Existing Park System 
and Urban Tree Canopy. Objective F: Preserve the 
City’s Historically and Architecturally Significant Districts,
Buildings, Landmarks, and Landscapes. 
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ASSETS

• Skinker DeBaliviere has a strong identity as a historic, diverse, and beautiful St. Louis neighborhood.
• The neighborhood has 3 public parks, Lucier Park, Kingsbury Park, and Greg Freeman Park at 4 Corners.
• Greg Freeman Park, adjacent to 4 Corners, is small and has a playground for kids but no other uses. The ad-

jacent plaza with permanent stage is frequently used for concerts, Winertmarkt, and other community events. 
• The interior core of the neighborhood has tree-lined streets, historic housing stock, and walkable blocks.
• Current structure of Delmar and DeBaliviere with buildings and the proposed Loop Trolley will support the 

future development of businesses and housing in the area.

ISSUES

• Lucier Park does not have contemporary programming and design that meets the needs of youth, families, 
and seniors in the neighborhood. 

• Lucier Park is underused and perceived as unsafe.
• The edges of the neighborhood face some challenges due to high-automobile traffic streets, closed streets,

vacant buildings, and undefined entrances

GAPS & BARRIERS

• Programming and use of Lucier Park by the school students is limited because the city requires permission to 
use the park and schools are not allowed to let children off school property during the day.

• The use and vibrancy of 4 Corners is limited because there are no daily use retail or other facilities on the 
plaza. The buildings are configured in a manner that will support smal  scale neighborhood retail, but the area 
lacks the daily pedestrian and automobile traffic to sustain s ch businesses.

• The community has expressed divided opinions on changing vehicular circulation patterns including on open-
ing streets.

• Changes to the north and south edge conditions on Forest Park Parkway are limited related to bike and pe-
destrian infrastructure due to the need to maintain automobile accessibility and traffic fl .

• Improvements to bicycle and pedestrian updates at the crossings of Forest Park Parkway are limited because 
of the configuration of MetroLink and the grade change between he roads and sidewalks.

• The market has been limiting the development of Delmar Boulevard and DeBaliviere Avenue.
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1. Support the reconfiguration
of the Delmar Loop MetroLink 
station with the old Wabash 
Station building as its new 
entrance.

Actions
a. Share the Skinker DeBaliviere Urban Design and 

Development Plan with owners, developers, Met-
ro, and other stakeholders that have the ability to 
move forward with the redesign of the Delmar Loop 
MetroLink Station. 

b. Endorse the Transit Oriented Development Plan 
for the Delmar Loop and Forest Park-DeBaliviere 
MetroLink Stations which also calls for the reuse 
of the Wabash Station building as the entrance to 
the station. 

c. Collaborate with implementation parties to ensure 
that the Skinker DeBaliviere neighborhoods needs 
are considered with the station redesign, particular-
ly regarding the configuratio  of the proposed Des 
Peres Greenway.

d. Reference the Foster Activity with Public Seating, 
Programs, and Furniture tool in the Sustainable 
Neighborhood Toolkit. 

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Health & Safety
• Mobility & Circulation
• Economic Development & Prosperity

Strategy Type
• Partnership, advocacy

Priority Ranking
• Level 1

2. Continue to use the branding and 
marketing process to promote 
the neighborhood.

Actions
a. Continue the marketing and branding process. 
b. Focus some of the process on highlighting the best 

urban characteristics and qualities about the neigh-
borhood.

c. Use neighborhood character as a tool to attract 
new businesses and home-owners. 

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Economic Development & Prosperity

Strategy Type
• Advocacy

Priority Ranking
• Level 3
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3. Support the jurisdictional and 
functional entities that implement 
public space projects.

Actions
a. Continue establishing the East Loop CID. with 

the SDCC, Washington University, the East Loop/
Parkview Gardens Special Business District, the 
26th and 28th Ward Aldermen, Property Owners, 
and the City of St. Louis. 

b. Engage with the East Loop CID, the Transit Devel-
opment District, and the Aldermen to move public 
space projects forward, particularly those of high 
priority. 

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Empowerment, Equity & Diversity

Strategy Type
• Partnership, advocacy

Priority Ranking
• Level 1
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Economic Development 
& Prosperity
Economic development and prosperity involves a num-
ber of factors including the commercial development 
and redevelopment of the neighborhood edges, the 
housing quality and values, the ability to attract new de-
velopments, and the individual prosperity of residents 
and business owners. 

Creating an environment where the property values are 
stable or increasing, where there are viable and diverse  
businesses, where there is diverse and quality housing 
contributes to the long term economic sustainability of 
the community. It allows for adaptation to market forces 
and allows change and flux when necessar . 

A strong, stable, and prosperous community is one 
where healthy environmental practices can thrive. Im-
proved landscape, transportation options, and envi-
ronmentally friendly building reuse and construction all 
contribute to a healthier environment. 

By integrating a mix of uses, varieties of business 
serving daily and special use needs, and varieties of 
housing to accommodate all, a community can support 
a thriving, diverse, and equitable society. All residents 
and visitors can have access to amenities and neces-
sities to fulfill their daily needs with the prosperity and 
buying power to sustain a high quality of life. With these 
needs fulfilled, people are able to participate as active 
members of their community and society as a whole. 

GOAL

Stabilize and increase housing and property values 
by promoting, maintenance, home repair, infill, and 
reducing vacancy. Support the physical and eco-
nomic redevelopment of the East Loop and De-
Baliviere Avenue as mixed-use corridors because 
they have the potential to greatly serve residents 
while creating vibrant and attractive new neighbor-
hood edges. Support small scale retail and com-
mercial infill within the neighborhood at select loca-
tions.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Support the ongoing economic and 
physical development of Delmar Blvd. 
and the East Loop, from the MetroLink 
Station to DeBaliviere Avenue, and 
market the East Loop to attract new 
businesses and residents. 

2. Support the future economic, 
business, and physical development of 
DeBaliviere Avenue.

3. Promote and support new business 
uses at 4 Corners.

CSLSP Reference:
FC: Urban Character, Vitality & Ecology. Objective 
B: Develop Healthy, Compact Transit-Serves Smart 
Neighborhoods. FC: Prosperity, Opportunity & 
Employment. Objective D: Maximize Economic 
Productivity by Enhancing Neighborhood Quality of Life.
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ASSETS

• The Skinker DeBaliviere neighborhood is a mostly residential neighborhood with average and stable housing 
and property values.

• SDCC offers programs and information on home maintenance, upkeep, greening, preservation, and respon-
sible landlordship to help promote stable and improved housing value for all residents.

• The Loop is the commercial and entertainment corridor serving the neighborhood.
• In 2013, one new mixed-use building and a new gas station were constructed in the East Loop.
• The Skinker MetroLink Station is served on one corner by a mixed use building
• Four Corners has the potential for small scale retail or restaurant services in the core of the neighborhood.
• The East Loop/Parkview Gardens Special Business District is currently operating in the area assessing fees 

for streetscape maintenance, security, and promotions.
• The East Loop Community Improvement District is in the process of being formed as a 501c-3 non-profit

also assessing and raising funds for operations, marketing, promotion of development projects, and capital 
improvement projects.

• The proposed form-based district from the TOD Station Area Planning process is currently under review with 
the city.

ISSUES

• East of the MetroLink station, the East Loop is generally suffering from vacant land, vacant buildings, and lack 
of investment.

• East Loop does not have a variety of businesses and uses. 
• Lack of an attractive diversity of uses at the Forest Park-DeBaliviere MetroLink Station. 
• Very few large development sites will accommodate large scale redevelopment. 

GAPS & BARRIERS

• East loop is facing redevelopment challenges with lack of market today.
• The area around the Forest Park-DeBaliviere Station faces development challenges because of the perceived 

lack of safety in the area.
• The form of some of the buildings around the Forest Park-DeBaliviere Station is not conducive to creating a 

walkable and bikeable area close to a transit station.
• Currently at the Forest Park-DeBaliviere Station and the Delmar Loop Station, automobile infrastructure is 

greatly prioritized over pedestrian and bike access and safety.
• There is lack of communication and cooperation with DeBaliviere Place about improvements for the area, 

though St. Vincent Greenway and the Loop Trolley will change the conditions of the street and MetroLink station.
• There are currently no regulations in place today that will support the development of higher density more 

urban buildings or prevent the development of more automobile oriented buildings.
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1. Support the ongoing economic 
and physical development of 
Delmar Blvd. and the East Loop, 
from the MetroLink Station to 
DeBaliviere Avenue, and market 
the East Loop to attract new 
businesses and residents. 

Actions
a. Collaborate with the East Loop/Parkview Gardens 

SBD to continue building and promoting the East 
Loop.

b. Collaborate with the West End Neighborhood, 
building owners, business owners, the Loop Trolley 
Company, and other key stakeholders to create an 
inclusive and cohesive group focused on improving 
the East Loop.

c. Host or attend monthly or bi-monthly meetings for 
this group to plan for marketing, development, and 
implementation of various projects including build-
ing and open space development and streetscape 
improvements. 

d. Collaborate and market the East Loop with the 
established group to attract a wide variety of new 
businesses.

e. Support the creation of the East Loop CID.
f. Adopt and reference the Skinker DeBaliviere Urban 

Design and Development Plan for development 
and streetscape designs.

g. Adopt and reference the Transit Oriented Develop-
ment Plan for the Delmar Loop and Forest Park-
DeBaliviere MetroLink Stations which has detailed 
form and design recommendations for the entire 
Loop Trolley route, including the East Loop. 

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Health & Safety
• Mobility & Circulation
• Public Space & Urban Character
• Housing
• Empowerment Equity & Diversity. 

Strategy Type
• Partnership, advocacy, operations

Priority Ranking
• Level 1

2. Support the future economic, 
business, and physical 
development of DeBaliviere 
Avenue.

Actions
a. Collaborate with Loop Trolley Company, Metro, 

GRG, and DeBaliviere Place Neighborhood to cre-
ate an inclusive and cohesive group focused on im-
proving DeBaliviere Avenue. 

b. Meet with this group to plan for marketing, busi-
ness development, building development, and im-
plementation of various projects including building 
and open space development, MetroLink Station 
improvements, and streetscape improvements.

c. Adopt and reference the Skinker DeBaliviere Urban 
Design and Development Plan for development 
and streetscape designs.

d. Adopt and reference the Transit Oriented Develop-
ment Plan for the Delmar Loop and Forest Park-
DeBaliviere MetroLink Stations which has detailed 
form and design recommendations for the entire 
Loop Trolley route, including DeBaliviere Avenue.

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Economic Development & Prosperity

Strategy Type
• Advocacy

Priority Ranking
• Level 1
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3. Promote and support new 
business uses at 4 Corners.

Actions
a. Collaborate with building owners, local business 

owners, entrepreneurs, and residents to attract new 
commercial or community uses to the ground floor  
of currently underutilized buildings at 4 Corners. 

b. Utilize the Better Block Project (September 2014) 
to build interest and generate ideas and desires for 
uses to occupy buildings adjacent to 4 Corners. 

c. Rebrand and market 4 Corners as an active and 
vibrant daily destination for neighborhood residents 
through discussions with SDCC Committees, resi-
dents, and the news letter.

d. Reference the Secure Vacant Buildings; Start a 
Shop Local or Green Business Campaign; and Es-
tablish a Community Tool Library tools in the Sus-
tainable Neighborhood Toolkit. 

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Empowerment, Equity & Diversity
• Public Space & Urban Character
• Housing

Strategy Type
• Partnership, advocacy, operations

Priority Ranking
• Level 3
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GOAL

Improve access to healthy, local, and affordable 
food choices and promote closed loop food pro-
cesses at a neighborhood scale. Expand individual 
and collective participation in growing local food 
and further community knowledge and understand-
ing of healthy eating and cooking options.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. 1. Expand grocery and convenience 
store options within walking distance/
within the project boundary. 

2. Expand size  of existing community 
gardens; create new community 
gardens, food installations, or 
community orchards; and grow 
participation in the annual Lee Farms 
CSA program.

3. Create more programs for residents 
that teach methodologies and best 
practices for local food, home gardens, 
and healthy cooking and eating.

Food
The neighborhood food system involves all aspects 
relating to residents equitable access to healthy, 
affordable, and nutritious food. It includes physical 
elements such as grocery stores, farmers markets, 
community gardens, restaurants, and convenience 
stores, but also to programming such as the CSA 
program and healthy eating education. 

Access to health and affordable food choices is 
essential to long term health and individual prosperity. 
Food deserts are a growing concern because lack of 
fresh and healthy food within the neighborhood means 
that residents must rely on unhealthy options, putting 
their health at risk, or spend excessive time and 
money traveling to a store with healthy choices. This 
decreases the prosperity and overall buying power 
of residents, as well as it decreases residents overall 
health and well-being. Healthy eating programs and 
education empowers individuals and families to make 
better choices, thereby increasing health and overall 
quality of life. Overall, ensuring healthy food options are 
accessible and affordable will support both the economic 
and social growth and health of the neighborhood. 

Community gardens and CSA programs contribute to a 
healthy environment as well by creating green space in 
the neighborhood, supporting local farms and reducing 
the time food must travel to its final destination.

CSLSP Reference:
FC: Health, Well-Being & Safety. Objective C: Increase 
Access to Healthy, Local Food, and Nutritional 
Information. FC: Urban Character, Vitality & Ecology. 
Objective I: Build a Vibrant, Community-Based Urban 
Agriculture Industry.
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ASSETS

• The Skinker DeBaliviere neighborhood has 2 community gardens and 1 CSA program to provide residents 
with access to fresh produce.

• Family Dollar on Delmar Blvd. within ½ mile walking distance of 61% of the neighborhood and the Delmar 
Loop MetroLink station which sells household and dry goods, but does not sell produce.

• New international grocery store opening in late 2014 on Delmar Blvd. in the Loop.
• Two gas station convenience stores within the project area at the corner of Delmar and Skinker and at the 

corner of Delmar and Goodfellow. 
• There are many restaurants on the Loop.
• Furthering neighborhood food production is possible on both available public land and in individual homes 

and backyards.
• Farmers Market in University City on the Loop. 
• Farmers Market and Garden at Ruth Porter Mall / St. Vincent Greenway

ISSUES

• The neighborhood does not currently have a full service or a high-end grocery store, which according to de-
mographic data, could be an asset to the current and future population.

• Lack of high quality convenience foods or a small local store  or market.
• Lack of a pharmacy

GAPS & BARRIERS

• The new international grocery store will decrease the likelihood of developing another grocery store within the 
project area, in the East Loop or near the Forest-Park DeBaliviere Station.

• SDCC does not offer programs related to healthy eating and cooking, likely because it lacks the capacity to 
host such hand-on events in its offices
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1. Expand grocery and convenience 
store options within walking 
distance/within the project 
boundary. 

Actions
a. Support the completion of the new grocery store in 

the Loop at Delmar and Eastgate
b. Support the formation of the East Loop CID
c. Work with the East Loop/Parkview Gardens Cen-

tral Business District, the future East Loop CID, the 
DeBaliviere Place Association, and other potential 
partners to attract another grocery or convenience 
retailer to the East Loop or Forest Park-DeBaliviere 
MetroLink Station Area.

d. Reference the Make a Healthy Corner Store & 
Encourage Healthy Eating tool in the Sustainable 
Neighborhood Toolkit for seeking funding, work-
ing with local organizations, promoting local food 
sources, and creating healthy eating programs and 
projects.

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Economic Development & Prosperity
• Health & Safety 

Strategy Type
• Partnership, advocacy

Priority Ranking
• Level 1

2. Expand size of existing 
community gardens; create 
new community gardens, food 
installations, or community 
orchards; and grow participation 
in the annual Lee Farms CSA 
program.

Actions
a. Utilize the Establish a Community Garden or Lo-

cal Food Installation tool in the Sustainable Neigh-
borhood Toolkit to promote and expand community 
gardens and food installations. 

b. Work with SDCC neighborhood committees, volun-
teers, and other residents to implement community 
food projects. 

c. Advertise and educate on the benefits of the CSA 
program, particularly in areas of the neighborhood 
where fewer residents are participating. Adver-
tise the CSA program in schools, churches, other 
neighborhood institutions, and on neighborhood 
social media. 

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Public Space & Urban Character
• Waste Recycling & Composting
• Energy, Air, Water & Landscape 

Strategy Type
• Partnership, advocacy

Priority Ranking
• Level 1
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3. Create more programs 
for residents that teach 
methodologies and best 
practices for local food, home 
gardens, and healthy cooking 
and eating.

Actions
a. Utilize the Make a Healthy Corner Store & Encour-

age Healthy Eating tool in the Sustainable Neigh-
borhood Toolkit for ideas and recommendations 
about creating or attracting healthy cooking and 
eating education programs. 

b. Partner with residents, community garden mem-
bers, and local restaurants to host healthy cooking 
lessons. 

c. Partner with neighborhood schools to grow healthy 
cooking and food programming with children and 
families. 

d. Partner with experienced residents or St. Louis or-
ganizations to host a workshop introducing backyard 
chickens, backyard bees or community beehives, 
home food gardening, canning, and other local and 
home food growing, cooking, and eating options.  

e. Continue hosting an annual plant and/or seed ex-
change event.

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Waste Recycling & Composting
• Empowerment, Equity & Diversity

Strategy Type
• Advocacy, Partnership

Priority Ranking
• Level 2
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Energy, Air, 
Water & Landscape
Healthy environmental systems are key to supporting 
a high quality neighborhood and healthy, prosperous 
residents over the long term. 

Energy, air, water, and landscape are all closely tied so 
improving the performance or quality of one has major 
positive impacts for all of the others. Efficient and clean 
energy systems and reducing overall energy use in 
buildings and transportation improves the environmen-
tal quality, reduces individual energy spending, and cre-
ates a more resilient neighborhood. 

A healthy landscape can help reduce water use and wa-
ter dependence, improve air quality, decrease energy 
use, and contribute to higher property values. 

Reducing water use and managing stormwater reduces 
the risk for flooding and water pollution, and improves 
environmental resiliency in changing climate. 

All of these positive impacts work toward creating a 
healthier environment for residents that is more resilient 
to climate change, less expensive to maintain, and sup-
ports individual health and wellness. Reducing energy 
use and improving efficiency creates more adaptable 
homes that are cheaper to heat and cool and reduce 
the carbon footprint of the neighborhood overall. 

GOAL

Advance water quality, conservation, and stormwa-
ter management at all scales within the neighbor-
hood. Support a healthy, robust and diverse land-
scape with special attention to tree maintenance, 
tree canopy cover, and long term reforestation. Im-
prove air quality through transportation innovation 
and a healthy landscape. Reduce neighborhood-
wide energy use and promote sustainable energy 
sources. 

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Create a rain barrel supply and 
education program supported by water 
conservation and reuse education.

2. Create a comprehensive neighborhood 
reforestation plan with supportive 
events and programs to build 
commitment, ongoing interest, 
participation, and dedication.

3. Continue and expand home 
weatheriza tion education and 
assistance programs.

4. Continue and expand programing 
and events to educate and provide 
resources for sustainable energy, air, 
water, and landscape choices.

CSLSP Reference:
FC: Urban Character, Vitality & Ecology. Objective 
D: Support and Increase the City’s Greenscape, 
Including its Existing Park System and Urban Tree 
Canopy. Objective E: Promote Urban Conservation 
and Revitalization of the City’s Unique Biodiversity 
and Natural Resources. FC: Infrastructure, Facilities & 
Transportation. Objective B: Promote Energy Efficiency
and Utilize Cleaner Forms of Energy. Objective E: 
Manage Stormwater and Wastewater to Protect and 
Enhance Property and Natural Systems. 
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ASSETS

• Skinker DeBaliviere neighborhood has a robust tree canopy that contributes to a healthy overall environment 
in many ways and contributes to the distinctive urban character of the neighborhood. 

• The 28th ward, encompassing half of the neighborhood, completed a tree survey in 2013, and the tree survey 
of the 26th ward is scheduled to be completed in 2014.

• Most trees are in good and fair condition, but some are older and will need to be replaced.
• SDCC has a Beautification Committee that helps maintain medians  green lots, Lucier Park, and miscella-

neous plantings.
• SDCC offers various greening and gardening workshops and tours of the neighborhood.
• SDCC has offered workshops on home energy efficiency and solar panels
• Neighborhood is poised to improve walkability, bikeability, and transit use with ongoing improvements, green-

ways, partnerships, etc. 

ISSUES

• The neighborhood doesn’t have major flooding issues, but the D s Peres River still runs below Des Peres 
Avenue and can cause some soil issues on adjacent properties.

• Neighborhood does not currently have any houses or buildings with alternative energy.
• Aging trees do not currently have a reforestation plan. 
• High traffic volume on surrounding streets
• The Beautification Committee is a huge asset, but has very few ctive members and needs a broader mission 

and more support.

GAPS & BARRIERS

• Historic districts can limit the ability to implement alternative energy systems such as wind and solar power. 
• The neighborhood does not currently have a reforestation plan for long term maintenance and replanting.
• There is not a native plant or native backyard promotion program and most homes and public spaces have 

lawns and plants that need ongoing maintenance.
• A number of city ordinances don’t allow unconventional water treatments and uses such as rain barrels, rain 

water collection, and gray water reuse. 
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1. Create a rain barrel supply and 
education program supported 
by water conservation and reuse 
education.

Actions
a. Partner with rain barrel suppliers in the area to pro-

vide a group rate for discounted rain barrels to resi-
dents of Skinker DeBaliviere. 

b. Host an info and education session on rain barrel 
installation and proper use during the rain barrel 
distribution event. 

c. Reference the Disconnect Downspouts & Install 
Rain Barrels tool in the Sustainable Neighborhood 
Toolkit.

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Housing 

Strategy Type
• Partnership, advocacy

Priority Ranking
• Level 1

2. Create a comprehensive 
neighborhood reforestation 
plan with supportive events and 
programs to build commitment, 
ongoing interest, participation, 
and dedication.

Actions
a. Reference the Plant and Care For Trees tool in the 

Sustainable Neighborhood Toolkit.
b. Work with the City Forestry Department; other non-

profit organizations dedicated to greening cities 
and neighborhoods; and, if needed, a landscape 
architect or arborist to create a reforestation plan 
for the neighborhood. Include key information in-
cluding tree canopy goals, schedule, maintenance 
requirements, and funding sources. 

c. Encourage citizen education and participation in re-
forestation by hosting a tree planting day.

d. Encourage the planting of trees with large canopies 
to help reduce urban heat island effect.

e. Create a tree replacement program for old and un-
healthy trees.

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Public Space & Urban Character
• Health & Safety
• Economic Development & Prosperity

Strategy Type
• Advocacy, Partnership, Operations, Policy

Priority Ranking
• Level 1
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3. Continue and expand home 
weatherization education and 
assistance programs.

Actions
a. Reference the Conduct a Weatherization Train-

ing Program tool in the Sustainable Neighborhood 
Toolkit.

b. Continue existing partnership with Rebuilding To-
gether to improve homes of needy families. 

c. Continue to offer weatherization, minor repair, and 
home improvement workshops for residents

d. Try to expand the reach of the weatherization pro-
grams for all neighborhood resident by hosting the 
events in a variety of places and offering hands on 
experience, practice, and training.

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Public Space & Urban Character
• Health & Safety
• Economic Development & Prosperity

Strategy Type
• Partnership, Operations, Programming

Priority Ranking
• Level 1

4. Continue and expand programing 
and events to educate 
and provide resources for 
sustainable energy, air, water, 
and landscape choices.

Actions
a. Reference the Conduct a Weatherization Training 

Program, and Create a Cool of White Roofs Pro-
gram, Hold a Neighborhood Energy Challenge, De-
velop Safe Routes to School or a Walking School 
Bus, and Use Native Plants for Habitat and Biodi-
versity tools in the Sustainable Neighborhood Toolkit.

b. Continue hosting events on pertinent topics includ-
ing reducing home energy use; energy efficiency;
alternative energy; green and healthy transporta-
tion; home gardening; home composting; native 
backyards; residential rain gardens; green roofs; 
cool roofs; water conservation; and more. 

c. Vary the locations of the programs to attract resi-
dents that would not necessarily attend the events.

d. Update design codes and ordinances to allow and 
promote energy efficienc , conservation, and alter-
native energy in homes and commercial buildings.

e. Promote energy star appliances.  
f. Encourage passive building design for new con-

struction by including information, techniques, and 
recommendations in future codes and ordinances.

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Health & Safety
• Economic Development & Prosperity
• Mobility & Circulation
• Housing

Strategy Type
• Partnership, Operations, Programming, Policy

Priority Ranking
• Level 2
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Arts, Culture & 
Education
The arts and cultural institutions of a neighborhood 
are a key part of creating long term cohesion, 
collaboration, and overall success. Skinker 
DeBaliviere has many strong institutions and an active 
and engaged community council. It is surrounded by 
other active regional arts and culture institutions and 
venues as well. 

The success of arts and culture programs can contrib-
ute to a growing economy around those events and pro-
grams. Strong schools are a major attractor for neigh-
borhoods and can boost property values and attract 
new economic development. 

Arts and education programming can contribute to a 
healthy environment by building awareness for environ-
mental issues, improving public spaces, and creating 
a culture of awareness, education, and action around 
environmental objectives. 

Social equity, health, collaboration and support of arts, 
culture, and education programs and institutions em-
powers residents to participate and contributes to the 
diversity of the neighborhood. 

GOAL

Build on existing arts, culture, and education ameni-
ties in the neighborhood to create more integrated, 
visible, and cohesive contributions to overall neigh-
borhood culture and character. Expand the relation-
ship of schools and school children with neighbor-
hood residents. Encourage Washington University 
students to be active neighborhood residents. Ad-
vance community arts with programs and events 
with residents, institutions and public spaces.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Grow partnerships between 
neighborhood schools, students, 
Washington University students 
and residents to advance arts and 
cultural events and installations in the 
neighborhood. 

2. Grow relationships with local and St. 
Louis based arts institutions. 

3. Expand neighborhood arts and cultural 
events.

CSLSP Reference:
FC: Arts, Culture & Innovation
All Objectives
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ASSETS

• There are four K-12 schools in the neighborhood
• Adjacent to Washington University in St. Louis
• 4 churches within the neighborhood boundary that play a vital role in the community.
• Regional Arts Commission within the neighborhood boundary.
• The Loop is a culture and entertainment hub within walking distance for residents.
• SDCC hosts numerous events throughout the year for residents and visitors to showcase the history and 

culture of Skinker DeBaliviere and share in fun, artistic, and community building activities.
• Recently received a public arts grant through the Kresge Foundation

ISSUES

• Public art often faces bureaucratic challenges during implementation. 

GAPS & BARRIERS

• Some operational requirements and standards for the schools may prevent such collaborations, events, or 
partnerships.
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1. Grow partnerships between 
neighborhood schools, students, 
Washington University students 
and residents to advance 
arts and cultural events and 
installations in the neighborhood. 

Actions
a. Partner with Crossroads, St. Roch’s, the Collegiate 

School for Medicine and BioScience, and Hamilton 
School to create ongoing programs with youth to 
get students involved with local residents and cul-
tural, art, healthy living, and volunteer activities that 
support the neighborhood. 

b. Collaborate with WU and WU Students living in the 
neighborhood to get them more engaged. Provide 
opportunities for volunteering, events and enter-
tainment, gardening, teaching, tutoring, home re-
pair, etc.

c. Invite students of all ages to all workshops as an 
opportunity to learn and grow their personal skills.

d. Tout neighborhood events and workshops. Seek 
partnership with the schools for the chance for stu-
dents to earn extra credit by attending an SDCC 
workshop. 

e. Reference the Develop Safe Routes to School or a 
Walking School Bus and Develop a Neighborhood 
Sustainability Asset Inventory  tools in the Sustain-
able Neighborhood Toolkit.

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Housing
• Health & Safety
• Empowerment, Equity & Diversity
• Public Space & Urban Character

Strategy Type
• Partnership, Operations, Programming

Priority Ranking
• Level 1

2. Grow relationships with local and 
St. Louis based arts institutions.

Actions
a. Partner with local art programs, venues, and institu-

tions such as R.A.C. and COCA to bring more arts 
activities to the neighborhood and expand the op-
portunities for residents to take advantage of the 
resources of these institutions.

b. Strengthen the capacity of the Skinker DeBaliviere 
Arts Council.

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Public Space & Urban Character
• Empowerment, Equity & Diversity

Strategy Type
• Partnership, Operations, Programming

Priority Ranking
• Level 3
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3. Expand neighborhood arts and 
cultural events.

Actions
a. Tap into residents’ skills to create new art and cul-

tural events. Ask for residents to volunteer to share 
their skills and talents at workshops or events. Use 
an open call on the website or newsletter and make 
a monthly or bi-monthly session for these activities.

b. Create various types of cultural and arts events that 
appeal to both youth and the elderly so there can 
be widespread attendance at events.

c. When possible, partner new events of program with 
other neighborhood initiatives such as infilling va-
cant lots, improving edges and entrances, encour-
aging transit use, beautification, etc

d. Reference the Create Public Art Installations or 
Exhibits, Paint Intersections and Building Murals, 
Develop Creative New Uses for Vacant Land, and 
Foster Activity with Public Seating, Programs, and 
Furniture tools in the Sustainable neighborhood 
Toolkit.

e. Continue to engage Metro Arts in Transit at the 
three MetroLink Stations and in the MetroLink right 
of way. 

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Public Space & Urban Character
• Health & Safety
• Economic Development & Prosperity
• Energy, Air, Water & Landscape

Strategy Type
• Partnership, Operations, Programming

Priority Ranking
• Level 1
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Waste, Recycling & 
Composting
Reducing waste, recycling, and composting all serve 
to reduce the environmental impacts of the throw-away 
culture that is using raw materials for new products and 
increasing the strain on land to hold and dispose of 
waste products. 

The neighborhood level approach to waste begins with 
awareness, education, and programming to get resi-
dents involved. Recycling and composting are the most 
common solutions to reducing solid waste. With the 
right fee structure, redirecting waste to recycling and 
composting saves money on waste management fees. 
Composting, which provides a usable product in the 
form of fertilizer can also reduce the costs associated 
with new fertilizer. 

Recycling and composting both reduce the environ-
mental impacts of landfills and can be integral parts of 
a closed loop cycle that support reuse of raw materials. 

Education on the waste system and the benefits of 
composting and recycling empowers residents to make 
the best choice for themselves. Neighborhood wide re-
cycling and composting programs can unite residents 
around a cause and create real momentum for change. 
It increases the dedication to the overall health and 
prosperity of the neighborhood as a whole.  

GOAL

Introduce innovative new programs to reduce 
neighborhood waste, particularly by increasing 
sustainable waste disposal methods such as com-
posting and recycling, both in the individual house-
hold and as a community overall. 

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Create more programs to increase 
household, business, and overall 
neighborhood recycling and 
composting. 

2. Create a neighborhood wide 
composting facility and program. 

CSLSP Reference:
FC: Infrastructure, Facilities & Transportation. Objective 
D: Minimize Landfill-Bound aste.
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ASSETS

• Neighborhood has a traditional waste management system with waste dumpsters in the alleys
• Single stream recycling dumpsters in the alleys
• No neighborhood composting
• SDCC hosts occasional workshops on recycling and reusing and hosts an electronics recycling day annually.
• Yard waste dumpsters in alleys

ISSUES

• Many neighborhood waste reduction goals are based strongly on individual or household behaviors. 
• No recycling in public spaces
• Misuse of alley dumpster system

GAPS & BARRIERS

• Skinker DeBaliviere does not face any unusual challenges related to creating a more sustainable waste system.
• Recycling already exists in the neighborhood and should be promoted as much as possible both at home, in 

public parks and plazas, and at the schools and institutions.
• Neighborhood composting is not forbidden and in some neighborhoods it is a key part of community gardens.
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1. Create more programs to 
increase household, business, 
and overall neighborhood 
recycling and composting. 

Actions
a. Reference the Create a Recycling Challenge & 

Education Program tool in the Sustainable Neigh-
borhood Toolkit. 

b. Advertise and highlight the City’s recycling program. 
c. Partner with neighborhood institutions – churches, 

schools, etc. – and non-profits to expand recycling 
in those neighborhood institutions. 

d. Continue to host programs encouraging children 
and families to reuse and reduce their house-
hold waste. (Examples: Electronics recycling fair, 
WUSTL’s “Lightening Your Load” Recycling Event; 
Children’s reuse products event; etc.)

e. Partner with the Loop SBD and East Loop/Parkview 
Gardens SBD to provide recycling facilities in the 
public realm along the Delmar Loop. 

f. Partner with the Loop SBD and East Loop/Parkview 
Gardens SBD to get more restaurants to recycle 
and compost their industrial waste and to offer re-
cycling for their customers, if possible.

g. Engage and partner with local organizations and 
businesses that specialize in reusing old or found 
materials for new uses, such as Perennial St. Louis. 
(www.perennialstl.org)

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Empowerment, Equity & Diversity
• Energy, Air, Water & Landscape

Strategy Type
• Partnership, Operations, Programming

Priority Ranking
• Level 1

2. Create a neighborhood wide 
composting facility and program. 

Actions
a. Reference the Create a Recycling Challenge & 

Education Program tool in the Sustainable Neigh-
borhood Toolkit. 

b. Community gardens are often the best places to 
start a neighborhood composting site and program 
because the compost can be used to fertilize the 
garden. Several sites can be created throughout 
the neighborhood to make it convenient for resi-
dents to compost. 

c. Host a workshop on home composting and neigh-
borhood composting and how it reduces landfill
waste and creates free fertilizer. 

d. Partner with SDCC committees to find interested 
residents that will lead the workshop or provide ex-
amples of how to make home and neighborhood 
composting bins. 

e. Host a neighborhood workday to construct the 
compost bins on the appropriate sites.

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Empowerment, Equity & Diversity
• Energy, Air, Water & Landscape

Strategy Type
• Partnership, Operations, Programming

Priority Ranking
• Level 3
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Empowerment, Equity & 
Diversity
The Skinker DeBaliviere neighborhood has a rich histo-
ry of diversity and collaboration, but like other St. Louis 
neighborhoods, has had to work through changing cir-
cumstances and social forces in and around the neigh-
borhood. Creating a safe environment for all residents 
to be active participants in the political, cultural, and 
social programs is essential to creating a collaborative 
community that can work toward long term success. 

Empowering residents and improving access to all 
manner of social, cultural, educational, and employ-
ment opportunities gives them the power to be active 
and contributing members of society. This can have 
positive improvement on personal health and wellness, 
but also builds community networks that are support 
neighborhood-wide programs and events. 

Empowered residents are proud of their neighborhood 
and more willing to promote and support neighborhood 
efforts, programs, and  events, which all boost the im-
age and contribute to the character of the place. The 
residents and business owners themselves become 
a defining factor of the neighborhood, building a long 
term culture of place and empowerment. 

GOAL

Embrace, celebrate and preserve the diversity of 
the Skinker DeBaliviere neighborhood while im-
proving equal access to affordable housing, trans-
portation, neighborhood amenities. Enhance physi-
cal and social connectivity within the neighborhood. 
Further collaborations with adjacent neighborhoods 
to sustain the long-term success of the area. Em-
power residents, particularly youth and seniors, to 
be active and contributing members of the commu-
nity.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Enhance communication and 
collaboration with surrounding 
communities.  

2. Continue and expand neighborhood 
events celebrating neighborhood 
diversity and community.   

3. Create specific efforts to engage youth
and seniors in programming and 
events.

4. Analyze  the assets and market the 
Skinker DeBaliviere neighborhood as a 
vibrant, diverse, accessible, beautiful 
and safe multi-generational community.

5. Grow resident participation in Skinker 
DeBaliviere Community Council events, 
programs and committees  

CSLSP Reference:
FC: Empowerment, Diversity & Equity. Objective 
B: Encourage Civic Engagement, Transparency & 
Leadership. Objective C: Promote Youth Development, 
Education, Engagement & Empowerment. Objective D: 
Promote Senior Civic Involvement, Empowerment, and 
Inter-generational Engagement. Objective F: Ensure 
Equal Access to Amenities, Business Opportunities, 
Transportation, and Safe and Healthy Neighborhoods. 
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ASSETS

• Skinker DeBaliviere is a diverse community with nearly equal White and African American populations. 
• There is a wide range of ages of residents including many aging people, many families with children, young 

professionals, and college age students.
• Skinker DeBaliviere neighborhood offers a range of housing and transportation options to suit the needs of 

most of these residents.
• The SDCC hosts a number of events and programs that celebrate the history, culture, and diversity of the 

neighborhood and works to include all residents in the events.
• The SDCC is growing communication with the West End Neighborhood to the north and Parkview Gardens to 

the north west.
• SDCC has very strong communications with Washington University, the Loop, and the East Loop/Parkview 

Gardens Special Business District.

ISSUES

• There are some divisions in both physical and social connections across the neighborhood.
• Des Peres Avenue and the MetroLink tracks are often perceived as a social and physical divide in the neigh-

borhood, separating the interactions and issues between the sides.
• There is limited interaction with bordering neighborhoods. DeBaliviere Place is often not engaged in conversa-

tions with Skinker DeBaliviere (SDCC) about DeBaliviere Avenue, the shared border between the two neigh-
borhoods.

GAPS & BARRIERS

• Collaborating with adjacent neighborhoods has been a challenge in the past because there hasn’t been 
strong leadership and there are many internal concerns that overwhelm the neighborhoods.

• Currently, there is not a collaborative team working toward improving the edges along Delmar Boulevard and 
DeBaliviere Avenue. The East Loop CID is working toward this goal, but DeBaliviere is still excluded from the 
target area. 
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1. Enhance communication and 
collaboration with surrounding 
communities.

Actions
a. Continue holding regular meetings with the West 

End Neighborhood (West End Neighbors) 
b. Continue collaborating with the Parkview neighbor-

hood.
c. Expand conversations and collaborations with the 

Loop SBD, Loop Trolley Company, Parkview Gar-
dens, DeBaliviere Place, East Loop/Parkview Gar-
dens SBD, and the proposed East Loop CID. 

d. Work with the adjacent communities to improve the 
health, safety, prosperity, and overall quality of life 
for residents, business owners, and visitors of the 
neighborhoods and their shared edges including 
the Loop, the East Loop, DeBaliviere Place, and 
Skinker Blvd.

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Economic Development & Prosperity
• Health & Safety & Transit
• Mobility & Circulation 

Strategy Type
• Partnership, Operations

Priority Ranking
• Level 1

2. Continue and expand 
neighborhood events celebrating 
neighborhood diversity and 
community.

Actions
a. Continue holding events, workshops, tours, and 

celebrations showcasing the diversity of the com-
munity and involving as many diverse residents as 
possible. 

b. Involve residents as much as possible to get new 
ideas for events, tap into their collective creative 
resources.

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Economic Development & Prosperity

Strategy Type
• Partnership, Operations

Priority Ranking
• Level 1
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3. Create specific e forts to 
engage youth and seniors in 
programming and events.

Actions
a. Engage the neighborhood schools to increase 

student participation in neighborhood events and 
SDCC Committees. 

b. Engage senior residents with a new SDCC Com-
mittee to represent needs and desires for the 
neighborhood. 

c. Continue to create programs and events specifica -
ly for children and seniors. Support their interaction 
and sharing between multiple generations. 

d. Explore mentoring and partnership programs 
where youth and seniors in the neighborhood trade 
services or favors. Example: cutting the grass for 
help with a hobby or tutoring. 

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Arts, Culture & Education

Strategy Type
• Partnership, Operations, Programming

Priority Ranking
• Level 2

4. Analyze the assets and market 
the Skinker DeBaliviere 
neighborhood as a vibrant, 
diverse, accessible, beautiful 
and safe multi-generational 
community.

Actions
a. Reference the Develop a Neighborhood Sustain-

ability Asset Inventory and the Develop a Neighbor-
hood Walking Tour & Market Your Neighborhood 
tools in the Sustainable Neighborhood Toolkit.

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Economic Development & Prosperity

Strategy Type
• Partnership, Operations, Programming

Priority Ranking
• Level 2
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5. Grow resident participation in 
Skinker DeBaliviere Community 
Council events, programs and 
committees   

Actions
a. Advertise the ‘Friends of Skinker DeBaliviere’ Group 

in monthly newsletters, on the website, and at all 
SDCC meetings. Tout benefits of being a membe .

b. Continue marketing and advertising SDCC events 
and workshops with the Newsletter and website. 
Increase attendance and participation with other 
creative outreach methods.

c. Grow community volunteer program and database.

Related Neighborhood Systems
• Economic Development & Prosperity

Strategy Type
• Partnership, Operations

Priority Ranking
• Level 3
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DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
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INTRODUCTION

The physical projects of the plan are organized into 6 
Development Project Areas. These areas have related 
specific projects that together build the vision for the 
neighborhood. 

Each Development Project Area has an Introduction 
and a set of Urban Design and Development Recom-
mendations. These recommendations  are developed 
from consensus issues and ideas for the area. They 
are  described and illustrated with plans, sections, and 
renderings in each section. 

REDEVELOPMENT OF METRO GARAGE SITE AT LAUREL AND WASHINGTON
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N E I G H B O R H O O D  U R B A N  D E S I G N  &  D E V E L O P M E N T  P L A N

DEVELOPMENT PROJECT AREAS

1. Neighborhood Core
The most developed and established historic, 
residential core of Skinker DeBaliviere.

2. Neighborhood Center
The new seam of the neighborhood and a  
rejuvenated, central community park.

3. Neighborhood Edges – 
    Delmar East Loop

A vibrant, multi-use district surrounding the  
Delmar MetroLink Station.

4. Neighborhood Edges – 
    DeBaliviere Avenue 

A stabilized, densified mixed-use corridor serving
as a daily use area for Skinker DeBaliviere and 
adjacent neighborhoods.

5. Neighborhood Edges – 
    Forest Park Parkway

A new front – presenting a positive image and 
identity – for Skinker DeBaliviere.

6. Neighborhood Edges – 
    Skinker Boulevard

A bike and pedestrian friendly corridor and 
entrance to Skinker DeBaliviere.
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INTRODUCTION

The Neighborhood Core encompasses the developed 
and established residential core of the Skinker De-
Baliviere neighborhood. There are three distinctive 
residential areas within the Skinker DeBaliviere neigh-
borhood. Parkview, the large area west of Skinker Bou-
levard, has large historic single family homes on curvi-
linear streets. The Catlin Tract is the area of large single 
family homes on large parcels facing Lindell Boulevard 
and Forest Park. The MetroLink tracks and Forest Park 
Parkway create a great separation between the Catlin 
Tract and the rest of the neighborhood. The remaining 
area is between Skinker Boulevard, Delmar Boulevard, 
DeBaliviere Avenue, and Forest Park Parkway. Here, 
there are many types of homes and housing types fac-
ing long blocks running east to west. The MetroLink 
tracks bisect the area and disrupt the street grid, and 
the Kingsbury Square area has separated residential 
blocks, but overall, the area is the cohesive residential 
core.  

11NEIGHBORHOOD CORE
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N E I G H B O R H O O D  U R B A N  D E S I G N  &  D E V E L O P M E N T  P L A N

URBAN DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT & 
MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

The residential core is a strong, stable and historic 
area with identifiable urban characteristics and does 
not require major redevelopment. The assets can be 
enhanced and the issues can be addressed through 
tactical urban design interventions; select and con-
textual development; and further programming, man-
agement and participation to advance the neighbor-
hood and build upon the positive characteristics that 
it already has. The following recommendations build 
upon the consensus assets and issues as identifie  
through the planning process. Each recommenda-
tion outlines the assets and issues and then gives 
detailed actions and partners to implement them. 
The recommendations are: 

1. Preserve Housing, Redevelop Vacant 
Properties, and Build Neighborhood 
Character & Identity

2. Stabilize  & Improve Housing & 
Property Values

3. Preserve, Maintain & Diversify a 
Sustainable Streetscape

4. Provide Housing, Transportation & 
Social Programs for Seniors & Youth

5. Improve Sidewalks & Bike Paths for 
Safety & Comfort
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1. Preserve Housing, Redevelop 
Vacant Properties, and Build 
Neighborhood Character & Identity

Assets
• Large majority of historic homes and buildings 

create strong identity, character & neighborhood 
fabric

• Active Historic District Committee is currently up-
dating neighborhood Historic Code

• Housing Condition
 ◦ Good – 76% (703 buildings)
 ◦ Fair – 14% (129 buildings)
 ◦ Poor – 2.4% (25 buildings)
 ◦ Very Poor – 0.6% (6 buildings)
 ◦ Unspecified – 7% (71 buildings

• Residential Building Permits in 2013
 ◦ Skinker DeBaliviere: 143
 ◦ Shaw: 188
 ◦ West End: 59

• Energy efficiency awareness and Housing Maint -
nance programs

• Tree-lined streets create cohesion on the blocks. 

Issues
• Older homes are expensive and sometimes dif-

ficult to maintain, rehab, and renovate.
• Vacant properties decrease adjacent home value 

and don’t create strong, cohesive blocks. 
• Neighborhood circulation is confusing and not well 

marked. 

Actions
• Continue and expand existing home improvement 

programs, including:
 ◦ Greening Your Home
 ◦ Solar Energy
 ◦ Minor Home Repair Workshop
 ◦ Rebuilding Together St. Louis

• Create new educational programs focused on his-
toric architecture characteristics and preservation:
 ◦ Historic Tax Credits Workshop
 ◦ Architectural History Tour
 ◦ Preservation & Reuse

• Redevelop vacant residential properties with new 
housing.
 ◦ Partner with SDCHC or private developers

Building Condition - Good, Fair, Poor

1. Neighborhood Core

SOLAR PANEL WORKSHOP AT SDCC
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 ◦ Work with the SDCC Residential Committee.
 ◦ Promote contextual infill

• Promote new housing choices and typologies.
• Improve all neighborhood entrances and 4 Cor-

ners to create signature gateways that embody 
and showcase the identity of Skinker DeBaliviere
 ◦ Engage residents and local designers to create 

unique proposals for entrance markers, art, or 
signage

• Create more temporary and permanent art in 
public places
 ◦ Reference the Create Public Art Installations & 

Exhibits tool in the Sustainable Neighborhood 
Toolkit.

 ◦ Engage resident volunteers with particular 
skills to help design and implement art.

• Market the neighborhood to new residents and 
owners to build investment in the community.

Priority Ranking
• Level 1

Vacant Sites for Infill and Redevelopmen

Owner Occupied vs. Non-Owner Occupied
821 Owner Occupied Residential Parcels 
421 Non-Owner Occupied Residential Parcels
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1. Neighborhood Core

2. Stabilize & Improve Housing & 
Property Values

Assets
• Wide variety of housing types

 ◦ Single Family – 78%
 ◦ 2-4-6 Family Flats – 13%
 ◦ Multi-Family Buildings – 9%

• 48 Homes sold in the past 3 years
 ◦ Skinker DeB: 2.2% of Units
 ◦ Shaw: 2.8% of Units
 ◦ West End: 0.4% of Units

• Average residential sale price in 2013
 ◦ Skinker DeBaliviere: $ 227,000
 ◦ Shaw: $ 119,917
 ◦ West End: $ 81,840

• Relatively average but stable Single Family Hous-
ing Values

• Relatively average but stable Property Values
 ◦ Housing values are highest in Parkview and 

the Catlin Tract. Within the core, highest values 
are west of Rosedale.

 ◦ The Majority of assessed property values in the 
neighborhood core are between $20,000 and 
$50,000.

• Existing Home Repair & Maintenance Programs
 ◦ Home Inspection Preparation
 ◦ Minor Home Repair
 ◦ Historic District Workshop
 ◦ Greening Your Home

• Skinker DeBaliviere Community Housing Corpora-
tion.  Current activities include:
 ◦ Land acquisition
 ◦ Commercial/Mixed-Use Development
 ◦ Housing Development

• Recent outreach to all rental property owners 
about maintenance, historic code, trash pick up, 
and neighborliness.

• Only 242 Vacant Residential Units
 ◦ 821 Owner Occupied Residential Parcels 
 ◦ 421 Non-Owner Occupied Residential Parcels

Issues
• High renter occupancy rates with low home owner-

ship rates have shown to decrease housing value, 
decrease property upkeep, and negatively effect 
community participation.
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N E I G H B O R H O O D  U R B A N  D E S I G N  &  D E V E L O P M E N T  P L A N

Actions
• Promote home-ownership and responsible land-

lordship with neighborhood marketing and pro-
grams to help and welcome new homeowners.

• Innovate programs to help current owners retain 
home ownership – Aging in Place Committee

• Infill acant Properties 
• SDCHC has potential to be more active
• Market large-scale project opportunities

Priority Ranking
• Level 1
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1. Neighborhood Core

Landscape & Tree Canopy Cover

3. Preserve, Maintain & Diversify a 
Sustainable Streetscape

Assets
• SDCC has a Beautification Committee that helps

maintain medians, green lots, Lucier Park, and 
miscellaneous plantings.

• SDCC offers garden & greening workshops
 ◦ Gateway Greening: Preparing Your Garden for 

Late Season
 ◦ Making Your Home & Community Greener
 ◦ Planter Painting
 ◦ Plant Exchange Day
 ◦ Garden Workshop – Science in the Garden, 

the Evolution of Food Crops
 ◦ Plant Exchange
 ◦ Blitz Day

• Community Gardens are popular and active
• Skinker DeBaliviere has many healthy and robust 

trees that shade streets and homes and give 
character to the neighborhood and offer extensive 
environmental benefit

Issues
• Many trees are older and will need extra care and 

eventually replacing
• Ongoing maintenance is required for green areas 

and more volunteers are needed

Actions
• Work with the City to Complete the Tree Survey for 

Ward 26 (expected in 2014)
• Expand the members and role of the Beautific -

tion Committee to include all public realm care 
initiatives for parks, publicly owned parks, me-
dians, streetscapes, urban forest, and all green 
infrastructure.

• Continue and Expand neighborhood landscape 
workshops to support home and neighborhood-
wide landscaping, maintenance, gardening, etc.

• Create multi-generational programs and partner-
ships to help seniors maintain their landscape. 

• Create green intersections with native plants and 
colorful planters.

• Create a streetscape greening strategy based on 
volunteer workdays that prioritizes certain streets 

MCPHERSON COMMUNITY GARDEN
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including Waterman, Rosedale and  Des Peres.
• Collaborate with the city and the citizens to create 

pervious alleys and pervious parallel parking lanes 
throughout the neighborhood to reduce flooding
and stormwater runoff. 
 ◦ Reference the Convert Hardscape Areas into 

Pervious Areas tool in the Sustainable Neigh-
borhood Toolkit.

• Create bioswales and rain gardens in tree lawns, 
parks, and public spaces where applicable. 
 ◦ Reference the Install Rain Gardens or Bio-

swales tool in the Sustainable Neighborhood 
Toolkit.

 ◦ With the city, a landscape architect, or land-
scape engineer, determine the locations in the 
public right of way or on public lands that are 
most suitable for rain gardens or bioswales, 
and install a pilot project in the neighborhood 
to test effectiveness. 

 ◦ Partner with local organizations where possible 
to get input and help on design and mainte-
nance for the rain garden or bioswale and cre-
ate a maintenance plan. 

Priority Ranking
• Level 1

THE LEE FAMILY THAT RUNS THE CSA FAMILY

COMMUNITY CLEAN 
UP DAY

GARDEN TOUR DAY
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Age of Residents
5% - 15% over age 55
15% - 26% over age 55
26% - 36% over age 55
36% - 46% over age 55
46% - 57% over age 55

1. Neighborhood Core

4. Provide Housing, Transportation 
and Social Programs for Seniors & 
Youth

Assets
• 27% of the neighborhood is over 55 years old.
• SDCC has Aging – in – Place Committee, Neigh-

borhood Services Committee, senior-focused 
workshops, and other programs to assist seniors.

• Older homeowners are invested in the neighbor-
hood and want to remain active, contributing 
members of the community

Issues
• Aging population will face challenges such as 

home and property maintenance, accessibility, 
financial management

Actions
• Engage senior residents with a new SDCC Com-

mittee to represent needs and desires for the 
neighborhood. 

• Construct and support construction of integrated 
universal and senior housing.

• Innovate programs to help seniors stay in their 
homes.

• Continue home repair programs for seniors and 
disabled.

• Expand services and capacity of SDCC Residen-
tial committee & neighborhood services committee.

• Engage the neighborhood schools to increase 
student and family participation in neighborhood 
events and SDCC Committees. 

• Continue to create programs and events specifi-
cally for children and seniors. Support their inter-
action and sharing between multiple generations. 

• Explore mentoring and partnership programs 
where youth and seniors in the neighborhood 
trade services or favors. Example: cutting the 
grass for help with a hobby or tutoring.

Priority Ranking
• Level 1

ST. VINCENT GREENWAY
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Sidewalk Quality
Good
Fair
Poor

Bikeable Quality
Good
Fair
Poor

5. Improve Sidewalks and Bike 
Paths for Safety and Comfort

Assets
• Skinker DeBaliviere has majority fair and good 

quality sidewalks throughout the neighborhood 
core.

• Skinker DeBaliviere is within walking distance of 
many amenities including schools, churches, WU, 
Forest Park, the Loop, and 3 MetroLink stations.

• A great walkable Neighborhood!!

Issues
• Crime and perception of crime are still cause for 

some feelings of lack of safety in the neighbor-
hood.

• Neighborhood edges are not safe or comfortable 
for walking and cycling.

• Neighborhood lacks bike infrastructure.
• Entrances and intersections at the edges of the 

neighborhood are very dangerous and unwelcoming.
• Within the neighborhood, there are only two 

places to cross the MetroLink tracks (Waterman 
Boulevard and Kingsbury Avenue).

Actions
• Host a Clean Up Day to Improve planting condi-

tions of Rosedale barriers
• Work with the City of St. Louis to implement side-

walk repairs. 
• Work with Great Rivers Greenway to Implement 

Des Peres Avenue Bike and Pedestrian Improve-
ments as shown in plan.

• Work with Great Rivers Greenway to Implement 
the  St. Vincent Greenway from Delmar to Forest 
Park.

• Use Better Block project to address outstanding 
issues related to walking and biking infrastructure.

• Work with WU to build neighborhood support for 
Skinker Blvd. Bike and Pedestrian Improvements

• Work with Trailnet, Great Rivers Greenway, Bike 
St. Louis, and other local organizations to host 
bike and walk events in the neighborhood
 ◦ Des Peres Avenue Bike St. Louis Public 

Meeting – March 22

Priority Ranking
• Level 2
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1. Neighborhood Core

ROSEDALE BARRIER - EXISTING

ROSEDALE BARRIER - PROPOSED WITH PERMEABLE PARKING ON ROSEDALE

ROSEDALE BARRIER - PROPOSED WITH RAIN GARDENS ON ROSEDALE
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WESTMINSTER - EXISTING

WESTMINSTER - PROPOSED WITH MID-BLOCK CROSSING, IMPROVED SIDEWALKS & PERMEABLE PARKING
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INTRODUCTION

The Neighborhood Center is the new confluence of 
the neighborhood. Des Peres Avenue is transformed 
to unite the residential core along a center street and 
greenway with new public spaces. Four Corners is a re-
juvenated community plaza. Lucier Park is redesigned 
to better serve the community, and all the pieces are 
linked with better pedestrian and cycling streets. The 
Neighborhood Center links closely with the edges of 
the neighborhood as well, with the redesigned Delmar 
MetroLink Station as an anchor on the north edge and 
an improved connection to Forest Park Parkway as the 
southern connection to Forest Park.   

222NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER

DES PERES AVENUEDEGIVERVILLE AVENUE
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URBAN DESIGN 
& DEVELOPMENT 
RECOMMENDATIONS

The design and development recommendations 
were developed from the consensus ideas and 
issues about how Des Peres Avenue and Lucier 
Park together with the connecting streets and other 
public spaces and facilities could be transformed to 
serve as the new community center of the neigh-
borhood. The recommendations are: 

1. Create a Greenway on Des Peres 
Avenue

2. Improve Pedestrian & Cyclist 
Connection of Des Peres Avenue to 
Delmar Blvd.

3. Improve 4 Corners as the Central 
Gathering Space of the Neighborhood

4. Improve the Intersection of Des Peres 
Avenue and Forest Park Parkway

5. Improve Kingsbury Ave. for Improved 
Access to Lucier Park & 4 Corners

6. Redesign Lucier Park for Improved 
Visibility, Access & Enhanced 
Programming

The improvement of Lucier Park is a long term goal 
for the neighborhood and over the course of 10 to 20 
years, the desires and abilities of the neighborhood 
may change. To allow for flexibility and to accommo-
date the various desires of residents and stakeholder, 
the plan proposes two options for Lucier Park which 
both achieve urban design and development recom-
mendation number six, but provide different configur -
tions for how to achieve it. Option One: Enhance main-
tains almost all of the existing park boundary and layout 
and enhances it with added landscaping and a new en-
trance on Delmar Boulevard. Option Two: Reconfigure
+ Redesign reconfigures the surrounding neighborhood 
streets, changes the park boundaries, reorganizes the 
functions of the park, and creates residential and mixed 
use development that faces the park directly. 

Two design options are also given for the intersection 
of Des Peres Avenue and Forest Park Parkway. Option 
One: Crosswalk Improvements maintains the existing 
bridge over the MetroLink tracks and the existing at-
grade crossing of Forest Park Parkway. Option Two: 
New Bridge creates a new pedestrian and cyclist bridge 
to connect the neighborhood and Forest Park. Option 
One is less expensive, but is a compilation of all the 
most possible improvements to the existing configur -
tion to fully address the safety concerns for cyclists and 
pedestrians. Option Tow is more expensive but truly 
and fully addresses the safety, accessibility, identity, 
and traffic concerns at the intersection.
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2. Neighborhood Center

LEGEND

1. Des Peres Avenue Greenway
2. Intersection at Des Peres Avenue 

and Delmar Boulevard
3. Four Corners
4. Intersection of Des Peres Avenue 

and Forest Park Parkway
5. Kingsbury Avenue
6. Lucier Park
7. Dog Park
8. Community Garden
9. The Collegiate School of Medicine 

& Bioscience 
10. Infill residential development

on the west side of Des Peres 
Avenue

11. Redeveloped Delmar Loop Metro-
Link station

12. Redevelopment of East Loop

4

7

8

9

10

11
12

1

3
5

6
2

1
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1. Create a Greenway on Des Peres 
Avenue

Des Peres Avenue today is excessively wide for the 
small amount of automobile traffic it serves. The side-
walks on Des Peres are typical 5 foot wide residential 
sidewalks. Street trees are sporadic, but contribute to 
the character of the street. Because of the soil condi-
tions below Des Peres Avenue, residential buildings di-
rectly adjacent to Des Peres are generally shorter, usu-
ally 1 story, while the common homes and buildings in 
the neighborhood are 2.5 to 3 stories. In the past, some 
buildings have had structural problems because of soil 
settlement. Also, there are a higher number of vacant 
parcels along Des Peres Avenue than in the rest of the 
neighborhood. Today it serves as one of three pedes-
trian and cyclist connections to Forest Park from the 
neighborhood core. These conditions, as well as the 
long-term idea and desire to make Des Peres Avenue 
greener and more friendly to pedestrians and cyclists, 
makes it ideal for a transformation into a neighborhood 
greenway. 

MCPHERSON AVE.

Community Garden
Section

Typical Section

Dog Park Section

KINGSBURY AVE.

4 CORNERS

WATERMAN  BLVD.

PERSHING AVE.

DETAIL PLAN - DES PERES AVENUE. GREENWAY
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2. Neighborhood Center

PROPOSED - DES PERES GREENWAY (TYPICAL)

DES PERES AVENUE - EXISTING SECTION



DES PERES AVENUE LOOKING SOUTH - EXISTING

DES PERES GREENWAY LOOKING SOUTH - PROPOSED
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2. Improve Pedestrian & Cyclist 
Connection of Des Peres Avenue to 
Delmar Boulevard

Des Peres Avenue today ends in a cul-de-sac just 
north of Washington Boulevard. The cul-de-sac is not 
designed to be comfortable or convenient for pedestri-
ans and cyclists. There are no cut-throughs or ramps 
and only one sidewalk curb cut on the south west side. 
Lighting in the area is poor. 

The plan proposes that the Greenway moves all the 
way north along the east side of Des Peres Avenue to 
meet the new transit plaza. The cul-de-sac has side-
walk connections across it and ramps to accommodate 
bicycles. The street is also be paved with brick to slow 
neighborhood car traffic. Lighting on both sides of the 
cul-de-sac improves safety. 

The proposed changes are a more permanent solution 
to the recently proposed improvements of Great Rivers 
Greenway, which creates bicycle cut-throughs on each 
side of the cul-de-sac to allow bicycles to travel directly 
through on street level. 

The greenway is a multi-use path wide enough for pe-
destrians and cyclists located on the east side of Des 
Peres Avenue. It is surrounded by an allee of street 
trees and has pedestrian lighting in the center. Where 
there is adequate space, rain gardens are designed 
along the east edge. Public park spaces are organized 
along the greenway to make it active the neighborhood 
center with uses that are desired by a wide range of 
residents. At the northwest corner of Pershing and Des 
Peres is a new dog park that occupies the currently 
vacant city-owned parcel. The McPherson Community 
Garden is relocated to southeast corner of McPherson 
and Des Peres. It is larger to accommodate more resi-
dent plots, flowers, and more and new types of fruit and 
vegetables. Four Corners is redesigned to be more ac-
tive and more pleasant as a community plaza. 

The greenway is a major infrastructure project and re-
quires the re-purposing of some properties along the 
length of the street. Geotechnical investigation is need-
ed to ensure the safety and viability of the proposed im-
provements. The greenway requires buying 6 privately 
owned properties along Des Peres. One property is 
owned by Washington University, 1 property is vacant, 
and 1 property at the southeast corner of Des Peres 
and Pershing could be divided by fee simple.

2. Neighborhood Center

PROPOSED - DES PERES GREENWAY AT THE DOG PARK

EXISTING - DES PERES AVENUE



DES PERES AVENUE  AT PERSHING- EXISTING

DES PERES AVENUE GREENWAY AT PERSHING - PROPOSED
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3. Improve 4 Corners as the 
Central Gathering Space of the 
Neighborhood

Four Corners is an important neighborhood gathering 
space and the core public space along the Des Peres 
Greenway. The plan proposes improvements that rec-
reate Four Corners as a multi-functional destination for 
daily use and special events. Specialty paving is ap-
plied to all four corners of the intersection to create a 
unity across the entire space. Sidewalks are delineated 
with another kind of specialty paving at the same grade 
as the plaza paving. The street surface within the space 
of the plaza is paved in brick that is raised to the height 
of the sidewalk and plaza. Automobile traffic is slowed 
by the raised and textured surface and the continuous 
surface allows the entire four corners of the intersec-
tion to be used for special events and large gatherings. 
While the brick street paving is a long-term permanent 
solution, painting the intersection with a bright and cre-
ative design is an appropriate temporary idea to test the 
effects of creating a space united by the street rather 
than divided by it.

The large plaza at the southwest corner remains with 
a stage, but planters are redesigned and tables and 
chairs are moveable. The buildings at the north corners 
should be occupied with active ground floor uses that 
serve the community such as a bakery, coffee shop, 
wine bar, small restaurant, specialty store, or something 
similar. Temporary uses can activate the plaza before 
a permanent solution is found. Hosting pop-up shops, 
community workshops, or other temporary events in 
these spaces brings their attention to the residents and 
gets people interested and invested in improving the 
activities and liveliness of Four Corners. Unique new 
pedestrian lighting adds to the character of the plaza 
and improves safety and security. 

2. Neighborhood Center

PROPOSED - DES PERES GREENWAY AT THE COMMUNITY GARDEN

EXISTING - DES PERES AVENUE
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FOUR CORNERS - PROPOSED

FOUR CORNERS - EXISTING
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4. Improve the Intersection of Des 
Peres Avenue and Forest Park 
Parkway

Des Peres Avenue creates a T intersection at Forest 
Park Parkway. It is a significant entrance for the neigh-
borhood and is well used by residents, but the intersec-
tion today has no signage or character showcasing the 
neighborhood. To travel between Forest Park and the 
neighborhood, pedestrians and cyclists cross the Park-
way at grade and must utilize the dedicated pedestrian 
bridge to cross the MetroLink tracks. This crossing is 
very difficult and dangerous for many reasons, but is 
still relatively well used by neighborhood residents be-
cause it is one of only 3 crossing places of which the 
intersection at Skinker Boulevard is safest. 

Vehicle traffic is moving very fast in this area. Pedestri-
ans and cyclists must wait a long time to cross the Park-
way and do not have a sufficient space to wait on either 
side. The landing of the pedestrian bridge is extremely 
small and there is not enough room for more than one 
person to wait. Until recently, the landing on the north 
side of the intersection was blocked by a guard rail for 
the alley. The time allowed to cross the Parkway is very 
short, approximately 10-15 seconds.

Option One: Crosswalk Improvements maintains 
the existing at grade crosswalk and pedestrian bridge 
over the MetroLink tracks. The greenway meets the 
intersection at Des Peres and Forest Park Parkway with 
an improved pedestrian landing area on the northeast 
corner of the intersection. The entire intersection is 
paved in brick and the crosswalks are painted or paved 
in bright paint or pavement. These improvements 
will slow the vehicular traffic and improve safety for 
pedestrians and cyclists. The pedestrian bridge is 
improved with better lighting and a longer signal for 
crossing. The south side of Des Peres Avenue, south 
of Forest Park Parkway and the MetroLink has an 
improved streetscape with widened sidewalk and bike 
lane and trees on both sides.

2. Neighborhood Center
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OPTION ONE: CROSSWALK IMPROVEMENTS




